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Work Session Agenda 
BOARD OF ALDERMEN 

CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI 
April 17, 2018; 6:00 p.m. 

City Hall Board Room 
 
1. GENERAL AGENDA 

A. Proposed Six at Park Development 
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CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
DATE: Friday, April 13, 2018 
 
PREPARED BY: 
Stephen Lachky 
Community Development Director 
 

REVIEWED BY: 
Chris Williams 
City Attorney 
 

ISSUE:   
Receive a presentation by staff on the proposed Six and Park Development, the public 
assistance request, the Cost–Benefit Analysis and Public Assistance Analysis by Springsted, 
Inc., and associated development agreements. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
The applicant, Foutch Brothers (developer), proposes an office building on a 2.63 acre site at 
the corner of the intersection of MO-Hwy 9 and E. 6th Street. The development consists of a 
four-to-five story 54,000 square foot Class A office building for office/service uses, 163 parking 
spaces for up to 130 employees and three points of access (see Attachment 1). The project is a 
$9.5 million development.  It is estimated the office development will generate 224 full-time 
equivalent positions. The developer has requested public assistance in the form of those 
provided under Chapter 353 (Urban Redevelopment), Missouri Revised Statutes Chapter 100 
(Industrial Development) and in the form of the development of a public parking lot adjacent to 
the building. 
 
CHAPTER 353 URBAN REDEVLOPMENT ASSISTANCE REQUEST: 
Chapter 353 Tax Abatement is a financial incentive that can be utilized for the redevelopment of 
blighted areas by providing property tax abatement. The public assistance (i.e., incentives) 
supports redevelopment costs and promotes public health benefits derived from the project. The 
developer has made a request for assistance. As provided by the Urban Redevelopment 
Corporations Law, set forth in Chapter 353 of the Missouri Revised Statutes, all or some real 
property taxes, for up to 25 years, may be abated. A project must meet certain qualifications as 
set forth in the statute. See Attachment 2 for a summary of the Chapter 353 law. 
 
The developer initially requested property tax abatement for the full 25 year period. Staff 
engaged in negotiations with the developer over the level of public assistance required to make 
the project financially feasible. The negotiations resulted in a revised request for assistance,  
equivalent of 100% abatement for 10 years, and 50% of abatement for an additional two years, 
with a provision that the total amount of public assistance under the 10/2 proposal be spread out 
over 15 years to help the developer meet its lender’s debt coverage requirements. Based on 
this, a tiered abatement proposal was prepared by the City’s financial advisor, Springsted, Inc. 
For the purpose of costing out the benefits provided under the scenario, Springsted calculated 
the net difference between the 12 and 15 year proposals at $32,387 (see Attachment 2a). This 
represents only a 2.5% difference over the 15 year period and is considered comparable to the 
10/2 year scenario. 
 
CHAPTER 100 URBAN REDEVLOPMENT ASSISTANCE REQUEST: 
Under Chapter 100, local and state sales tax exemption for construction materials and tangible 
personal property can be provided to lower the development cost of a project. Chapter 100 is 
being requested to generate project savings that will enable the developer to make a 
contribution toward the City’s cost for the ground lease, as described below. 
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The process required to obtain the sales tax exemption that will generate project savings 
includes the City, as a tax exempt entity, becoming the conduit for the developer to obtain tax 
exempt benefits. This is achieved by a transaction where the property is transferred to the City 
and becomes tax exempt. The transaction includes an agreement to transfer the property back 
to the developer at the conclusion of the period when benefits have been obtained. For all 
purposes, the City only acts as a conduit for the tax exempt benefits. All costs, responsibilities, 
liabilities and risks remain with the developer. 
 
Cities are also authorized to issue revenue bonds to finance the costs of office and other 
industrial and commercial developments under Chapter 100. Revenue bonds issued pursuant to 
the Act do not require voter approval and are payable solely from revenues received from the 
project. They are not backed by the municipality and the municipality is not liable in the event of 
a default. The municipality, acting as a conduit for the developer, applies the proceeds from the 
sale of the bonds to purchase, construct and improve the commercial facility. In exchange, the 
company promises to make payments that are sufficient to pay the principal and interest on the 
bonds as they become due. Chapter 100 also has a provision for property tax exemption while 
under public ownership. However, because property tax abatement is proposed separately for 
this project under Chapter 353, tax abatement is not included in the application for Chapter 100. 
As the result, the agreement will be for a short duration and the property will be transferred back 
to the developer upon completion of construction. For the Board’s reference, Attachment 3 
provides a summary of the Chapter 100 Law. 
 
PUBLIC PARKING LOT GROUND LEASE: 
The developer has negotiated a ground lease with Park University for the development of the 
office building and parking lot. Park University has also offered a ground lease to the City for the 
purposes of developing a public parking lot. Both leases are 99 year leases. Park University has 
a preference for granting ground leases, as opposed to fee in title, or fee simple, sales of 
property. The University, which was founded in 1875, maintains a long-term vision for its 
properties. This vision includes, when possible, granting ground leases in lieu of fee in title sales 
(in perpetuity). The University is granting the developer and the City the right to use and enjoy 
the property for the next 99 years in return for the agreed upon compensation. At the end of the 
lease, the ground will be returned to the University. The lease agreement includes certain terms 
and conditions for the property. A copy of the ground lease is Attachment 4. 
 
The terms of the ground lease with Park University include annual payments of $22,041 for the 
first 25 years and a payment of $1 per year for the next 74 years. The City’s cost for the ground 
lease will partially be offset by a contribution from the developer. The contribution is in exchange 
for a 99 year lease of the parking spaces by the developer. The amount of the contribution will 
be based on project savings derived from the sales tax exemption realized under Chapter 100.  
The City’s financial advisor, Springsted, Inc., has estimated project savings of approximately 
$200,000 from the sales tax exemption. The actual amount of the contribution toward the 
parking lot lease will be determined by the actual savings realized during the procurement of 
construction materials and personal property during the development of the office building.  
Sales tax savings will be segregated during construction, placed in escrow and distributed to the 
City upon completion of the project. Certain costs associated with setting up the Chapter 100, 
including bond legal and underwriting costs, will be paid out of the funds prior to distribution to 
the City. 
 
PUBLIC PARKING LOT DEVELOPMENT/USE AGREEMENT: 
The developer has requested public assistance in the form of lease of spaces in a public 
parking lot to be developed immediately adjacent to the project. The parking lot will provide 
parking for the users of the office building during regular business hours. The lease cost will be 
the total contribution derived from the Chapter 100 sales tax exemption. The developer will also 
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be responsible for routine maintenance of the parking lot. A limited number of public parking 
spaces will also be provided during these times. The parking lot will be fully open to the public 
for parking during other times. The project is located in downtown Parkville. Similar to existing 
urban density development in downtown Parkville, shared use parking is provided due to 
limitations on the availability of land and natural features. Vision Downtown Parkville also calls 
for shared use parking. A copy of the parking lot use agreement is Attachment 5. 
 
The proposed public parking lot will be constructed with a $350,000 grant from the Parkville Old 
Town Market Community Improvement District (POTMCID). The grant was requested by the 
developer and approved by the POTMCID. The developer will construct the City parking lot. No 
additional public funds will be required for the lot construction. A copy of the parking lot 
redevelopment agreement is Attachment 6. 
 
Cost–Benefit Analysis and Public Assistance Analysis (But-for Analysis): 
On March 7, 2017, the Board of Aldermen authorized the execution of a funding agreement with 
the developer. This agreement provides the City a funding source (up to $25,000) for costs 
incurred by the City in reviewing and considering the Redevelopment Plan; this includes costs 
for calculating the economic impact of the development, reviewing the developer’s public 
incentive request and legal expenses that may arise. As part of City staff’s due diligence in 
reviewing the application for public assistance, the City engaged its financial advisor, Springsted 
Incorporated, to evaluate the development plan through financial and market analyses. In order 
to both review the applicant’s public incentive request and accurately calculate the economic 
impact of the development, Springsted prepared two reports — an independent “but for” test in 
the form of an internal rate of return (pro forma) analysis, and a fiscal impact analysis: 
 
• But-For Determination Report (see Attachment 7) – This report serves as the internal rate 

of return (pro forma) analysis. The report reviews and analyzes the various financial 
assumptions including projections of taxable sales, projections of tax increments and 
projections of revenues ultimately accruing to the applicant. The report also looks at the 
applicant’s submitted financials to determine if their statements and requested levels of 
public incentives are accurate. 
 

• Cost-Benefit Analysis (see Attachment 8) – This memorandum serves as the fiscal impact 
analysis and evaluates the direct and indirect economic impact (e.g., increased sales tax for 
local businesses) resulting from the proposed development, as well as impacts and net 
benefits to the City, County and various taxing jurisdictions. 

 
BUDGET IMPACT:   
No budget impact as this is a Board of Aldermen work session. 
 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Provide staff direction on the various agreements. 
2. Postpone the item. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:   
Staff recommends that the Board of Aldermen review the various agreements and provide staff 
with direction on moving the agreements forward for formal consideration by the Board. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION:   
At this work session, no motion is necessary. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Site Plan 
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2. Chapter 353 Summary 
3. Chapter 100 Summary 
4. Public Parking Lot Ground Lease 
5. Public Parking Lot Use Agreement 
6. Public Parking Lot Redevelopment Agreement 
7. But-For Determination Report (prepared by Springsted Incorporated; dated April 11, 2018) 
8. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Six and Park Project (prepared by Springsted Incorporated; dated 

April 12, 2018) 
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ARCHITECT OF RECORD
CALEB BULAND, AIA
FOUTCH BROTHERS, LLC

GENERAL DATA
PROJECT NAME: SIX AT PARK
PROJECT ADDRESS: 105 EAST 6TH STREET

PARKVILLE, MISSOURI 64152
PROPOSED USE: BUSINESS (OFFICE)
JURISDICTION: CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI
ADOPTED CODES: 2012 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE

2012 INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL CODE
2012 INTERNATIONAL PLUMBING CODE
2012 INTERNATIONAL FUEL GAS CODE
2012 INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE
2011 NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE
ICC A117.1 -2009 ACCESSIBLE BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

BUILDING DATA
OCCUPANCY TYPE: GROUP B (BUSINESS)
ZONING TYPE: B-2-P (PROPOSED)
SPRINKLER: YES ; NEW SYSTEM PROVIDED
OCCUPANCY: 52,000 SF / 100 = 520 OCCUPANTS (MAX)

ACCESSIBILITY STATEMENT
TO THE BEST OF THE ARCHITECT'S KNOWLEDGE AND INTENT, THIS PROJECT IS DESIGNED TO
MEET THE ACCESSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE AND ICC
A117.1-2009. NEW ACCESSIBILE PARKING STALLS ARE LOCATED DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO
BUILDING ENTRANCES AND ARE LOCATED ALONG A CODE-COMPLIANT ACCESSIBLE ROUTE.

CALEB BULAND, ARCHITECT  |  MO 2009005509

©  COPYRIGHT   FOUTCH A+D 2018
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PROJECT INFORMATION

05-ARCHITECTURAL

SD-00 COVER

SD-01 SITE PLAN (EXISTING)

SD-02 PRELIMINARY SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

SD-03 PRELIMINARY SITE DIAGRAMS

SD-04 CONCEPT DESIGN

TYPE NAME AND ADDRESS PHONE NO.

ONE CALL DIG RITE 800.344.7483

CABLE TV SPECTRUM 913.915.0553

ELECTRIC KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT 816.420.4803

GAS SPIRE ENERGY (FORMERLY MGE) 816.472.3434

SANITARY SEWER CITY OF PARKVILLE PUBLIC WORKS DEPT. 816.741.7676

TELEPHONE AT&T 816.325.5630

WATER MISSOURI AMERICAN WATER 816.741.2992 ext. 2102

ISSUE DATE NO.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS - LOOK SOUTHWEST FROM E 6TH STREETEXISTING CONDITIONS - LOOK SOUTHEAST FROM CORNER OF E 6TH AND MO-9
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PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-002.000
PARKVILLE LOT 3 AND 4 BLK 20

PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-003.000
PARKVILLE LOTS 1 AND 2 PLUS 20 FT TO E OF LOTS 1 AND 2 BLK 20
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PARKVILLE A TR DAF: BEG SE COR OF E END VACATED 4TH TH N 240 FT TH E 290 FT (S) T

CALEB BULAND, ARCHITECT  |  MO 2009005509
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DECOMPOSED BOULDERS AND/OR
GRAVEL FILL. DESIGN TO AID IN
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AND
SITE EROSION CONTROL.
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SEATING ZONE

CONCRETE STEPS
FINAL COUNT PER

GRADING PLAN

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS (BRIEF):

PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-002.000
PARKVILLE LOT 3 AND 4 BLK 20

PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-003.000
PARKVILLE LOTS 1 AND 2 PLUS 20 FT TO E OF LOTS 1 AND 2 BLK 20

PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-011.000
BEG. AT NE COR OF LOT 4 BLK 11 TH E 316 FT TO CENTER OF WHITE ALOE BRANCH CREEK
TH SWERLY ALONG CREEK 160 FT THE W 250 FT TH N 80 FT TH W 20 FT TH N 80 FT TO POB

PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-004.000
PARKVILLE N 20 FT LOT 3 LOT 4 BLK 19

PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-005.000
PARKVILLE S 20 FT LOT 3 & LOTS 1 & 2 BLK 19

PARCEL #20-7.0-35-100-027-005.001
PARKVILLE A TR DAF: BEG SE COR OF E END VACATED 4TH TH N 240 FT TH E 290 FT (S) T
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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0' 15' 30' 60' 120'

SCALE: 1" = 30'-0"

LOT 1

LOT 2
NOTE: FUTURE VACATED
ALLEY NOT LISTED BUT WILL
BE INCLUDED IN LOT.

GENERAL ZONING REQUIREMENTS:

VEHICULAR PARKING COUNT:
REQUIRED - 3 PER 1,000 sf

162 STALLS (INCLUDING ADA) 3 PER 1,000 sf
PROVIDED - 163 STALLS (INCLUDING ADA)

BICYCLE PARKING COUNT:
REQUIRED - 10% OF REQUIRED PARKING STALLS

17 STALLS
PROVIDED - 18 STALLS

INSTALL "INVERTED-U" BIKE RACK AT ALL STALL LOCATIONS. 
COORDINATE PRODUCT SELECTIONS WITH ARCHITECT.

STREET TREES:
PROVIDED AT A SPACING OF 30'-0". FINAL SPECIES OF STREETS SHALL BE
COORDINATED WITH CITY REQUIREMENTS (2 SPECIES OF TREES SELECTED ; INSTALL
EVERY OTHER)

SITE LIGHTING:
REFER TO SITE LIGHTING PLAN FOR PHOTOMETRIC STUDY AND PRODUCT
SELECTIONS.

IMPERVIOUS SURFACE:
EXISTING - 40,673 sf (REFER TO EXISTING SITE PLAN FOR AREAS)

36% OF SITE IS IMPERVIOUS
20,185 sf (ADDITIONAL AREA OF DIRT, GRAVEL, AND DEBRIS, THIS AREA
IS CURRENTLY NOT INCLUDED IN IMPERVIOUS SURFACE CALCULATION.)

PROPOSED - 76,867 sf (DRIVEWAYS, PARKING LOT, SIDEWALKS, AND BUILDING)
67% OF SITE IS IMPERVIOUS

SITE AREA - 114,998 sf = LOT 1 (60,548 sf) + LOT 2 (54,450 sf)

SITE DRAINAGE:
EXISTING DRAINAGE WILL REMAIN WITH NATIVE GRASS LANDSCAPE BUFFERS AND SOFT
PARKING ISLANDS TO AID IN STORMWATER MANAGEMENT. EXISTING GRADE WILL REMAIN
LARGELY UNDISTURBED, WITH MINOR GRADING AT PARKING LOTS AND PERIMETER OF
NEW BUILDING.

ISSUE DATE NO.
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 4.2.2018 1
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(PLANNED EDUCATIONAL

CAMPUS DISTRICT)

OTD
(OLD TOWN
DISTRICT)

OTD
(OLD TOWN
DISTRICT)

OTD
(OLD TOWN
DISTRICT)

PROPOSED LOT 1

SIX AT PARK
OFFICE BUILDING

PROPOSED LOT 2

(1.39 ACRES / 60,548 SF)

(1.25 ACRES / 54,450 SF)
AREAS DO NOT INCLUDE
FUTURE VACATED ALLEY

ALONG MO-HWY 9.
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PARKING LOT FIXTURE:
U.S. ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
'VLL-LED-PLEDIII-M-80LED-525MA-NW-277-4-90'
FIXTURE LAYOUT VARIES BY LOCATION, REFER TO PLAN
MOUNTED AT 30'-0"

 1" = 30'-0"1
DEVELOPMENT LIGHTING PLANSTREETFRONT ACCENT FIXTURES:

10,000 LUMEN LED DECORATIVE LUNARAIRES. FIXTURE SELECTION TO
MATCH EXISTING DECORATIVE STREETLIGHTS THROUGHOUT
DOWNTOWN PARKVILLE.
MOUNTED ON 14'-0" TALL DECORATIVE KCP&L POLES
COORDINATE WORK WITH PARKVILLE'S "DOWNTOWN STREET
LIGHTING IMPROVEMENT" DRAWING SET.

 1" = 30'-0"2
DEVELOPMENT FIRE ACCESSFIRE TRUCK MOVEMENTS:

PLAN DEPICTS DIAGRAMMATIC MOVEMENT OF A PIERCE
FIRE TRUCK (DUEL AXLE; 110 FT. LADDER) THROUGH THE
PARKING LOT'S MAIN THOROUGHFARE.

ISSUE DATE NO.
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 4.2.2018 1
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FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

THIRD FLOOR

FOURTH FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR
(BASEMENT)

MO-9 HWY

PARKING LOT

WHITE ALLOE CREEK
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IMAGES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. ALL ELEMENTS WILL BE COMPLIANT WITH ZONING REQUIREMENTS.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN INTENT
DETAILS REPRESENT TYPICAL CONDITIONS - ADDITIONAL DETAILS WILL BE PROVIDED WITH CONSTRUCTION SET.

SITE DESIGN DETAILS

PARKING ISLANDS, TYPICAL

STRIPING, LIGHTING, AND CURB DESIGN

SCREEN WALL AND LANDSCAPING

ISSUE DATE NO.
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 4.2.2018 1

SECTION REPRESENTS EXISTING TOPOGRAPHY - GRADING IS REQUIRED AND WILL BE FINALIZED BY CIVIL CONSULTANT.

CONCEPT SITE SECTION

EXISTING SITE SLOPE IN RELATION TO PARKING ALONG 6TH STREET
(IMAGE IS MIRRORED TO COORDINATE WITH SITE SECTION)

EXISTING PARKING SURFACE ON 6TH STREET
(IMAGE IS MIRRORED TO COORDINATE WITH SITE SECTION)
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Chapter 353 Urban Redevelopment Corporations Law 
 

I. In General 
 
A. One of the earliest economic development incentive programs 
 

1. Originally enacted in 1943; passed in part due to perceived 
shortage of housing due to World War II 

 
B. Most simple Missouri redevelopment incentive program to carry out 

 
C. Basic concept is to create an incentive for redevelopment of blighted 

areas through abatement of real property taxes for a designated period of 
time 

 
II. Steps in the Process 

 
A. Formation of an Urban Redevelopment Corporation (“URC”) by the City or 

a private party desiring to redevelop the property 
 

B. Preparation of a development plan by the URC covering the area 
proposed for redevelopment 

 
1. Contents of the development plan not defined by the statute 

 
2. Generally includes a description of the proposed project to be 

constructed, schedule for the construction, cost estimates, and an 
explanation regarding the necessity for the tax abatement 
 

3. Blight study should also accompany the development plan 
indicating how the property meets the definition of a blighted area 
under the statute 
 
a. Blighted area defined in the statute as “that portion of the city 

within which the legislative authority of such city determines 
that by reason of age, obsolescence, inadequate or 
outmoded design or physical deterioration, have become 
economic and social liabilities, and that such conditions are 
conducive to ill health, transmission of disease, crime or 
inability to pay reasonable taxes” 

 
4. Tax impact statement also should be included in the development 

plan showing the impact the tax abatement will have on each taxing 
jurisdiction within the redevelopment area 

 
C. Notice and Public Hearing at Board of Aldermen 
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1. Notice of a public hearing to be held before the Board of Aldermen 

must be provided to each taxing jurisdiction levying ad valorem 
taxes in the redevelopment area 
 

2. Notice to taxing jurisdictions must include a tax impact statement 
showing the impact the tax abatement will have on each taxing 
jurisdiction 
 

3. At the public hearing, each taxing jurisdiction has the right to be 
heard regarding the proposed tax abatement 

 
D. Approval by the Board of Aldermen 
 

1. After the public hearing, the Board of Aldermen adopts an 
ordinance finding the property blighted and granting the tax 
abatement to the URC subject to execution of a development 
contract 

 
E. Development Contract 
 

1. Development contract between the City and the URC specifies the 
terms of the deal 
 

2. May include “clawback” provisions such as loss of some or all of 
the abatement if the URC does not maintain minimum levels or 
employment, meet minimum investment targets, or comply with 
other agreed upon conditions of the abatement 
 

3. May include requirement that URC make payments in lieu of taxes 
(“PILOTS”) to lessen the impact of the tax abatements on the taxing 
jurisdictions 

 
F. URC acquires title to the property triggering the tax abatement; property is 

generally immediately transferred back to the primary corporation 
 

III. Tax Abatement 
 
A. Taxes abated are real property taxes, not personal property taxes on 

equipment 
 

B. Statute provides for a total of up to 25 years of tax abatement 
 

1. First 10 years after the property in the redevelopment area is 
conveyed to the URC, the taxes are based on the assessed value 
of the land only (not the improvements/structures on the land; this 
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portion of the taxes is 100% abated) for the year prior to acquisition 
of the property by the URC (not the year the Board of Aldermen 
approved the project) 

 
2. For the next 15 years, real property taxes on the property are 

based on not to exceed 50% of the actual assessed value of the 
property (land and improvements); the assessed value is not frozen 
during this 15 year period; it may be adjusted by the County 
Assessor 

 
C. PILOTS 
 

1. The City may require PILOTS if it does not want to grant full 
abatement of the taxes as provided by the statute in order to lessen 
the impact of the abatement on the taxing jurisdictions 
 

2. PILOTS are paid to the County Collector who distributes them pro 
rata to the taxing jurisdictions as if no abatement had been granted 

 
IV. Other Issues 

 
A. Property Acquisition/Eminent Domain 
 

1. URC may acquire property by gift, grant, lease or purchase 
 

2. The City may also acquire property in the redevelopment area by 
the use of eminent domain  

 
B. Profit Restriction 
 

1. Statute provides that net earnings derived from the redevelopment 
project are limited to 8% per annum of the cost of the 
redevelopment project, including the cost of the land 
 

2. Net earnings are calculated after deduction of numerous costs 
associated with the project 
 

3. The profit restriction does not apply to future purchasers or 
transferees of the property so long as the tax abatement remains in 
place 



Attachment 2a 
Property Tax Abatement Scenarios 

 
Staff Original Proposal: 
 
 

NPV 10-Years at 100% & 2-Years at 50%: $1,276,076.66  Year: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Abatement: 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
DCR: 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.15 1.16 1.03 1.04 1.05 
NPV:              $1,276,076.66 -Net Present Value of revised abatement scenario  Difference:                   $0.00 -Difference from City offer of 10-Years at 100% and 2-Years at 50% 
% Change:                   0.00% -Percent change from City offer 

 
Revised Proposal (Addresses Lender’s Debt Coverage requirement of approximately 1.20) 
 
 

NPV 10-Years at 100% & 2-Years at 50%: $1,276,076.66  Year: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Abatement: 100% 100% 100% 90% 90% 90% 80% 80% 80% 70% 70% 70% 50% 50% 50% 
DCR: 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.20 1.21 1.21 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.17 1.18 1.19 
NPV:              $1,308,463.84 -Net Present Value of revised abatement scenario  Difference:          $32,387.19 -Difference from City offer of 10-Years at 100% and 2-Years at 50% 
% Change:                   2.54% -Percent change from City offer 
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PROPERTY TAX ABATEMENT UNDER CHAPTER 100, RSMO.

I. INTRODUCTION

General

Cities, counties, towns and villages in Missouri are authorized, pursuant to Article VI, Section
27(b) of the Missouri Constitution and Sections 100.010 to 100.200 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri
(the “Act”) to issue revenue bonds to finance projects for private corporations, partnerships and
individuals. There are two primary reasons to issue revenue bonds under the Act. First, if the bonds are
tax-exempt, it may be possible to issue the bonds at lower interest rates than those obtained through
conventional financing. Second, even if the bonds are not tax-exempt, ad valorem taxes on bond-financed
property may be abated so long as the bonds are outstanding. Such tax abatement may result in a
significant financial benefit to a company. This memo focuses primarily on the issuance of taxable
industrial development bonds issued for the purposes of the abatement of ad valorem taxes.

Types of Projects

The Act permits any city, county, town or village (referred to herein as a “Municipality”) to issue
bonds to finance the costs of warehouses, distribution facilities, research and development facilities,
office industries, agricultural processing industries, services facilities which provide interstate commerce
and industrial plants. Article VI, Section 27(b) of the Missouri Constitution also authorizes such bonds to
be issued for other types of commercial facilities. In connection with such projects, the bond proceeds
may be used to finance land, buildings, fixtures and machinery.

Revenue Bonds

Revenue bonds issued pursuant to the Act do not require voter approval and are payable solely
from revenues received from the project. The Municipality applies the proceeds from the sale of the
bonds to purchase, construct, improve or equip a warehouse, distribution, commercial or industrial
facility. In exchange, the company promises to make payments that are sufficient to pay the principal and
interest on the bonds as they become due. Thus, the Municipality merely acts as a conduit for the
financing.

II. TAXATION OF BOND-FINANCED PROPERTY

Property Tax Exemption

Under Article X, Section 6 of the Missouri Constitution and Section 137.100 of the Missouri
Revised Statutes, all property of any political subdivision is exempt from taxation. In a typical revenue
bond transaction, the Municipality holds fee title to the project and leases the project to the company.
Although the Missouri Supreme Court has held that the leasehold interest is taxable, it is taxable only to
the extent that the economic value of the lease is less than the actual market value of the lease. See Iron
County v. State Tax Commission, 437 S.W.2d 665 (Mo. 1968)(en banc) and St. Louis County v. State Tax
Commission, 406 S.W.2d 644 (Mo. 1966)(en banc). If the rental payments under the lease agreement
equal the actual debt service payments on the bonds, the leasehold interest should have no “bonus value”
and the bond-financed property should be exempt from ad valorem taxation and personal property
taxation so long as the bonds are outstanding.
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The Municipality and the company may determine that partial tax abatement – but not full tax
abatement – is desirable. For instance, if bonds are issued to finance both real and personal property, but
the Municipality determines that tax abatement on the personal property is not appropriate, the company
may agree to make “payments in lieu of taxes” to the city or county. The amount of payments in lieu of
taxes is negotiable to any amount. The payments in lieu of taxes are payable by December 31 of each
year, and are distributed to the Municipality and to each political subdivision in the same manner and in
the same proportion as property taxes would otherwise be distributed under Missouri law.

Sales Tax Exemption

Under Section 144.054.3 of the Missouri Revised Statutes, a company may apply to the Missouri
Department of Economic Development (“Department of Economic Development”) to receive a sales tax
exemption on all personal property purchased through a revenue bond transaction. According to the
Department of Economic Development, to receive this exemption, the personal property must qualify as a
“project” under the Act, which includes: (1) warehouses, (2) distribution facilities, (3) research and
development facilities, (4) office industries, (5) agricultural processing industries, (6) service facilities
that provide interstate commerce, and (7) industrial plants, including the associated real estate, building,
fixtures, and machinery. Additionally, the personal property that is classified as machinery and used
directly in a manufacturing process is entitled to a sales tax exemption.

The municipality may also furnish the company with a sales tax exemption certificate, so that
materials used in constructing any real property improvements can be exempt from sales taxes.

III. STRUCTURE OF THE TRANSACTION

Issuance and Sale of Bonds

The Municipality issues its bonds pursuant to a trust indenture entered into between the
Municipality and a bank or trust company acting as trustee. Revenue bonds, like issues of conventional
corporate securities, are sold by two basic methods – public offerings or private placements. If the
company has access to the regional or national securities markets, it may retain an investment banker as
underwriter and sell the bonds publicly. The size and financial condition of the company are the primary
factors that determine the company’s ability to utilize a public offering. As an alternative to a public
offering, the company may wish to place the bonds with a sophisticated purchaser. A private placement
is very similar to a long-term bank loan. If bonds are being issued at a taxable interest rate for the sole
purpose of receiving tax abatement, it is common for the company or the company’s commercial lender to
purchase the bonds. The bond proceeds are deposited with the trustee bank in a separate trust account to
be used to purchase and construct the project.
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Conveyance of Property to Municipality and Lease-Back to Company

Concurrently with the closing of the bonds, the company will convey to the Municipality title to
the site on which the industrial development project will be located. (The Municipality must be the legal
owner of the property while the bonds are outstanding in order for the property to be eligible for tax
abatement.) At the same time, the Municipality will lease the project site, together with all improvements
thereon (including the project), back to the Company pursuant to a lease agreement. The lease agreement
will require the company acting on behalf of the Municipality, to use the proceeds of the bonds to
purchase and construct the project. The company will be unconditionally obligated to make payments to
the trustee in amounts that will be sufficient to pay principal and interest on the bonds as they become
due.

Under the lease agreement, the company typically: (a) unconditionally agrees to make payments
sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on the bonds as they become due; (b) agrees, at its own
expense, to maintain the project, pay all taxes and assessments with respect to the project and maintain
adequate insurance; (c) has the right, at its own expense, to make certain additions, modifications or
improvements to the project; (d) may assign its interests under the agreement or sublease the project while
remaining responsible for payments under the agreement; (e) covenants to maintain its corporate
existence during the term of the bond issue; and (f) agrees to indemnify the Municipality for any liability
the Municipality might incur as a result of its participation in the transaction.

Payments in Lieu of Taxes

If the Municipality and the company determine that partial tax abatement is desirable, the
Municipality and the company will enter into an agreement providing for the company to make
“payments in lieu of taxes” to the Municipality and other taxing entities. The amount of payments in lieu
of taxes is negotiable.

IV. PROCEDURE FOR ISSUING BONDS

The following is a summary of the basic steps required for the issuance of taxable bonds under
the Act:

Approval of the Project

Upon a determination by the Municipality to proceed with the financing, the Municipality
normally adopts a resolution (referred to as a “resolution of intent” or “inducement resolution”) stating
the Municipality’s willingness and intent to issue IDBs for the project. Thereafter, the Municipality must
provide notice to each taxing district of the Municipality’s intent to approve a “plan for industrial
development” for the project. The plan must identify the primary terms of the proposed transaction, and
must include a cost-benefit analysis that shows the impact of the proposed tax abatement on each taxing
district.

Preparation of Legal Documents

Gilmore & Bell prepares the basic legal documents necessary for the bond issue, as described in
“Structure of the Transaction” above. These documents will be reviewed by and supplemented with
information and comments received from the parties to the financing, including the Municipality, the
company, the trustee bank, any investment banker and their respective counsel.
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Approval of Documents and Issuance of Bonds

After an investment banker or other purchaser (which may be the company) has agreed to
purchase the bonds, the final details of the bond issue are determined and the basic documents will be
finalized. The Municipality and the company will each adopt resolutions approving the legal documents
and authorizing the issuance of the bonds at the specified interest rates and terms.

Preparation of Closing Documents

In addition to the basic legal documents discussed above, numerous other “closing documents”
are necessary for the closing of a bond issue. Such documents include certificates relating to the
existence of authority to execute and deliver documents and the absence of material litigation, corporate
resolutions, opinions of counsel and evidence of payment for and receipt of the bonds. Gilmore & Bell
will assist in the preparation and collection of the necessary closing documents.

Closing

The last step in the transaction is the closing itself, at which the Municipality delivers the bonds
to the purchaser in exchange for payment of the purchase price of the bonds. The bond proceeds are paid
over to the trustee bank, to be disbursed in accordance with the provisions of the trust indenture to pay the
costs of the project. At the closing, Gilmore & Bell will deliver to the bond purchasers its opinion to the
effect that the bonds have been validly issued under applicable state law and, if applicable, that the
interest on the bonds is exempt from state and federal income taxation.

V. ADVANTAGES OF REVENUE BOND FINANCING

From the Municipality’s standpoint, revenue bond financing is a useful tool to induce responsible
new industries to locate in the area, as well as encouraging companies already in the area to remain, by
assisting them in improving their present facilities or in building new ones. The end result is often a
combination of increased job opportunities, existing job retention and large-scale capital investment.

From the company’s standpoint, the principal advantage of revenue bond financing depends on
the purpose for which the bonds are being issued. If the bonds are tax-exempt, the cost of funds provided
by revenue bonds generally is significantly below that of other alternatives because the interest paid to
holders of such bonds is exempt from federal and state income taxation. If the bonds are taxable, the
company can receive significant financial incentives in the form of tax abatement on the bond-financed
property.

* * * * *
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GROUND LEASE 
 
 THIS GROUND LEASE (this “Lease”) made and entered into as of __________, 2018 (the “Effective 
Date”), by and between Park University, a Missouri nonprofit corporation, with an address of 8700 NW River Park 
Drive, Parkville, Missouri 64152 (hereinafter called “Lessor”), and City of Parkville, Missouri, a _________ class 
municipal corporation, with an address of 8880 Clark Avenue, Parkville, Missouri 64152 (hereinafter called 
“Lessee”). 
 
 RECITALS 
 
A. Lessor is the owner in fee simple of the real property, and improvements thereon, legally described on the 

attached Exhibit A, which exhibit is incorporated herein, and which real property is located in Parkville, 
Missouri (the “Real Property”). 

B. Lessee desires to lease from Lessor a portion of the Real Property (including existing improvements 
thereon), which portion is legally described on the attached Exhibit B (the “Premises”), which exhibit is 
incorporated in this Lease. 

C. Lessee desires that Lessor lease to the Six at Park, LLC, a Missouri limited liability company (the “Six at 
Park”) that remaining portion of the Real Property (including existing improvements thereon), which 
remaining portion is legally described on the attached Exhibit C, (the “Six at Park Leased Premises”), 
which exhibit is incorporated in this Lease. 

D. Lessee desires to develop, construct and operate, or caused to be developed, constructed and operated, on 
the Premises, a parking lot containing approximately ninety-nine (99) parking spaces (the “Premises 
Parking Lot”) together with all other improvements (collectively, the “Improvements”), as generally 
shown on the site plan (the “Site Plan”) attached to and incorporated herein as Exhibit D, pursuant to the 
terms and conditions set forth in this Lease. 

E. Six at Park desires to develop, construct and operate, or cause to be developed, constructed and operated, 
on the Six at Park Leased Premises a parking lot, containing approximately fifty-five (55) parking spaces, 
and a certain building (collectively,  the “Building” and “Building Improvements”) as generally shown 
on the Site Plan. Six at Park and Lessee desire to enter into a separate agreement pursuant to which 
Lessee will sublease or license to Six at Park certain parking spaces located on the Premises, to serve the 
parking requirements and needs of the Building owner, tenants, and their employees, guests and invitees, 
and serve as public parking when not used for used by the Building owner, tenants, and their employees, 
guests and invitees.  

F. Lessor has entered into a Ground Lease between Lessor and Six at Park dated as of __________, 2018 
(the “Six at Park Ground Lease”) pursuant to which Lessor has leased to Six at Park and Six at Park has 
leased from Lessor the Six at Park Leased Premises to allow for the development, construction and 
operation of the Building Improvements on the Six at Park Leased Premises in accordance with the terms 
of such lease. 

AGREEMENT 
 

 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the respective undertakings of the parties 
hereinafter set forth, it is hereby agreed as follows: 
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ARTICLE I 
LEASE OF REAL PROPERTY 

 
1.1 Lease of the Premises.  Lessor hereby demises and leases unto Lessee, and Lessee hereby accepts and leases 
from Lessor, the Premises, for and in consideration of the rents, covenants and agreements, and upon the terms and 
conditions set forth herein, subject to any and all encumbrances, conditions, covenants, easements, restrictions, 
rights-of-way, and all other matters of any nature affecting the Premises (in each case whether or not of record) 
during the Term (defined below), such matters as may be disclosed by an inspection or survey, and all zoning, land 
use, subdivision, and all other laws, rules, regulations and judicial or administrative orders now or hereafter 
applicable to the Premises or any part thereof or any use or occupancy thereof. 
 
1.2 Lease of the Six at Park Leased Premises. So long as the Lessor leases to Six at Park the Six at Park Leased 
Premises pursuant to the Six at Park Ground Lease, as may be amended, and so long as this Lease has not expired or 
terminated, Lessee or its successor in interest to this Lease, shall lease or license to Six at Park, or its successor in 
interest, certain parking spaces on the Premises, in accordance with a lease or license agreement approved by Lessor 
(the “City Parking Lot Lease”). Upon expiration of or termination of the Six at Park Ground Lease or this Lease, 
Lessor shall have the option of terminating the City Parking Lot Lease, and if the City Parking Lot Lease is not 
terminated by Lessor, Lessee or its successor interest shall attorn to Lessor under the terms of the City Parking Lot 
Lease.  
 

ARTICLE II 
TERM OF LEASE 

 
2.1 Term.  The term of this Lease (“Term”) shall commence on the Effective Date and expire at 11:59 p.m. on 
the date which is ninety-nine (99) years after the Effective Date (the “Expiration Date”), subject to earlier 
termination as set forth in this Lease. 
 

ARTICLE III 
RENT, ADDITIONAL RENT AND TAXES 

 
3.1 Rent.  As “Rent” for the Premises, Lessee shall pay to Lessor Five Hundred Fifty-One Thousand Ninety-
Nine and 00/100 Dollars ($551,099.00) to be paid in installments as follows: 

 
a. Twenty-Two Thousand Forty-One and 00/100 Dollars ($22,041.00) (the “Full Annual Rent”) shall be paid 

on the Effective Date and on each anniversary of the Effective Date thereafter through the twenty-fourth 
(24th) anniversary date of the Effective Date.  Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, Lessor and Lessee 
agree that commencing on the Effective Date and expiring on the earlier of (i) twenty-four (24) months from 
the Effective Date, or (ii) the day a Certificate of Occupancy is issued by that certain Building Official (the 
“Building Official”) of the City of Parkville, Missouri,  to Lessee for the Improvements, Lessee may defer  
payment of one-half of the Full Annual Rent, until the earlier of (i) twenty-four (24) months from the 
Effective Date, or (ii) the day a Certificate of Occupancy is issued by the Building Official to Lessee for the 
Improvements (such date being referred to as the “Deferred Rent Commencement Date”), at which time 
the deferred amount shall be paid in twenty-four (24) monthly, substantially equal installments, with the first 
installment due on the Deferred Rent Commencement Date.  
 

b. One and 00/100 Dollar ($1.00) shall be paid on the twenty-fifth (25th) anniversary date of the Effective Date 
through and until the ninety-ninth (99th) anniversary date of the Effective Date, or such other date as the 
parties may mutually agree to in writing; provided however, 
 

c. notwithstanding the foregoing stated installment payment schedule, should this Lease be terminated prior to 
the Expiration Date by Lessor in accordance with Section 13.2 of this Lease, each of the foregoing unpaid 
past-due installments shall become immediately due and payable. 
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3.2 Additional Rent.  Except as otherwise provided in this Lease, all costs, charges, expenses, property taxes, 
insurance premiums, cost of maintenance, repair and replacement of and to the Premises and the Improvements 
(the “Premises Property”) and all costs, charges, expenses, and other obligations of every kind and nature related 
to the Premises Property shall be paid by Lessee, and such costs and payments to be made by Lessee hereunder 
shall be deemed, for the purposes of securing the collection thereof, to be additional rent due and owing hereunder 
(“Additional Rent”). 
 

3.2.1 Property Taxes and Assessments.  Subject to Lessee’s right to contest any Taxes (defined below) 
and Assessments (defined below) as set forth in Section 3.7 of this Lease, Lessee shall pay all amounts levied, 
assessed or otherwise imposed by the any governmental authorities (the “Taxing Authority” or the “Taxing 
Authorities”) against and relating solely to the Premises Property or any portion therefore for any period during 
the Term on and after the Effective Date for:  (a) ad valorem real property taxes and municipal or special 
assessments payable in the same manner and at the same time as taxes, including without limitation assessments 
due special taxing districts (collectively, the “Taxes”); and (b) assessments for public improvements or otherwise 
and related amounts that are not payable in the same manner and at the same time as Taxes (collectively, the 
“Assessments”). 

 
3.2.2 Miscellaneous.  Lessee shall pay such other amounts expressly required to be paid by Lessee 

pursuant to this Lease to or on behalf of Lessor, and any amounts advanced by Lessor on behalf of Lessee in 
accordance with the terms of this Lease.  All Taxes and Assessments for the tax period beginning in the last 
calendar year of the Term shall be apportioned so that Lessee shall pay the proportionate part of such Taxes and 
Assessments which correspond with the portion of such tax period occurring after January 1 of such calendar year 
through the Expiration Date of such calendar year.  As requested by Lessor, Lessee shall provide to Lessor 
receipts or other proof of payment acceptable to Lessor evidencing such payment within ten (10) days after such 
request. 
 
3.3 Rent Payments.  All payments of Rent and Additional Rent required to be made to Lessor shall be in lawful 
money of the United States of America without notice, demand, abatement, offset, deduction or counterclaim, at the 
address set forth in Section 17.8, or at such other place as Lessor may designate by notice in writing from time to 
time, and may be made by check or draft payable to the order of such payee, which check or draft must be paid in 
full when presented.  All payments of Rent and Additional Rent required to be made to Lessor shall be made without 
notice in installments as provided above in advance on dates set forth above. 
 
3.4 Additional Rent Payments.  Lessee shall pay promptly when due all Additional Rent.  To the extent 
Lessor fails to pay when due any Additional Rent payable to a third party, Lessor may at its option pay such 
Additional Rent to such third party, in which case Lessee shall upon demand by Lessor immediately pay to Lessor 
the amount of such Additional Rent paid by Lessor. 
 
3.5 Net Lease.  It is the purpose and intent of Lessor and Lessee and they agree that Rent payable hereunder 
shall be absolutely net to Lessor so that this Lease shall yield to Lessor the Rent specified, free of any charges, 
assessments, or impositions of any kind charged, assessed, or imposed on or against the Premises Property, and 
without abatement, counterclaim, deduction, defense, deferment or set-off by the Lessee, except as hereinafter 
specifically otherwise provided, and Lessor shall not be expected or required to pay any such charge, assessment or 
imposition, or be under any obligation or liability hereunder except as herein expressly set forth, and that all costs, 
expenses and obligations of any kind relating to the maintenance and operation of the Premises Property, including 
all alterations, repairs and replacements as hereinafter provided, which may arise or become due during the Term 
shall be paid by Lessee, the Lessor shall be indemnified and saved harmless by Lessee from and against such costs, 
expenses and obligations. 
 
3.6 Late Charge.  If Lessee shall fail to pay any Rent required to be paid by Lessee hereunder within thirty (30) 
days after the due date therefore, each such unpaid amount shall be subject to a one-time late charge equal to five 
percent (5%) of such unpaid amount. Such late charges shall be paid to Lessor together with such unpaid amounts, 
without further notice to or demand upon Lessee.  The parties agree that such late charge represents a fair and 
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reasonable estimate of the costs that Lessor will incur by reason of such late payment.  Lessee’s payment of any 
such late charge shall not excuse or cure any default by Lessee under this Lease and shall be payable by Lessee to 
Lessor in addition to any other rights and remedies Lessor may have for such late payment.  The payment of the 
sums set forth in the foregoing provisions shall in no way relieve Lessee of the obligation to pay the annual 
installments of Rent on or before the anniversary date of each and every year during the Term when due. 
 
3.7 Contests.  Lessee, after prior written notice to Lessor and, if legally required, in the name of Lessor, shall 
have the right, but not the obligation, at Lessee’s sole cost and expense, to contest by appropriate legal 
proceedings:  (a) the amount, validity or application, in whole or in part, of any obligation to persons other than 
Lessor for which Lessee is responsible for paying as Additional Rent or otherwise under this Lease, or any lien 
against all or any part of the Premises Property on account thereof, including without limitation Taxes and 
Assessments; (b) any requirements of applicable law; or (c) any liens against all or any part of the Premises 
Property, including without limitation, liens of mechanics, laborers or materialmen; provided that:  (i) in the case 
of liens of mechanics, laborers or materialmen, within ninety (90) days after Lessee’s receipt of actual notice of 
the filing thereof, Lessee shall cause the same to be discharged of record by payment, deposit, bond, order of a 
court of competent jurisdiction or otherwise, provided that, if Lessee fails to cause such lien to be discharged 
within the period aforesaid, then, in addition to any other right or remedy, Lessor may, but shall not be obligated 
to, after ten (10) days’ notice to Lessee, or on Lessor’s receipt of any notice of default with respect to such lien 
from any lender, whichever first occurs, discharge the same by procuring the discharge of such lien by deposit or 
by bonding proceedings; (ii) neither the Lessor’s fee interest in the Premises, the leasehold estate created by this 
Lease or the Rent or other sums payable pursuant to this Lease would be in any danger of being sold, forfeited or 
lost by reason of such proceedings (as applicable); and Lessee shall have furnished a bond, letter of credit or other 
security therefore satisfactory to Lessor in an amount equal to the reasonably estimated loss, cost, expense or 
damage due to such contest plus any additional civil liability for failure to comply therewith, and provided the 
Premises Property would not be subject to the imposition of any lien, as a result of such failure, which is not 
properly contested pursuant to this Section; and (iii) in the case of requirements of applicable law and the other 
provisions of this Lease, Lessor would not be in any danger of any criminal liability.  Lessor shall execute and 
deliver to Lessee such authorizations and other documents and otherwise cooperate with Lessee as may 
reasonably be required in any proceedings brought by Lessee in connection with any contest described in this 
Section and, if reasonably requested by Lessee, shall join as a party therein.  Subject to compliance with 
applicable law, Lessee may defer payment of any contested obligations.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, Lessor 
may pay any of such obligations being contested by Lessee if Lessor determines in its reasonable judgment that 
payment is necessary to protect Lessor’s fee interest in the Premises.  Lessee shall be entitled to all refunds 
associated with Lessee’s successful prosecution of any such proceeding that relate to any period during the Term 
(except to the extent Lessor has previously paid same in accordance with the foregoing).  Nothing herein shall 
preclude Lessor or Lessee from contesting Taxes or Assessments applicable to periods of time prior to or after the 
Term. 
 

ARTICLE IV 
CONSTRUCTION AND USE 

 
4.1 Construction of Project Improvements.  Lessee shall demolish or cause to be demolished the existing 
improvements on the Real Property (the “Demolition”) and complete or cause the completion of the Improvements 
(collectively, “Project Improvements”) in accordance with this Lease. 

 
4.1.1 Design Approval.  Prior to Lessee’s commencement of the Demolition and the initial construction 

of the Project Improvements (the “Initial Construction”) and any subsequent construction, reconstruction, 
alteration, improvement, modification, demolition or other physical change affecting all or any portion of the 
Project Improvements (collectively, the “Work”), Lessee shall:  (i) with respect to the Initial Construction, 
deliver preliminary project schematics, elevations and conceptual drawings to Lessor for its approval and (ii) with 
respect to any other Work, submit plans and specifications detailing such Work to Lessor for its approval.  Lessor 
shall deliver written notice to Lessee of its approval or disapproval of any items listed in (i) or (ii) above 
submitted by Lessee within fifteen (15) days after receipt of the same; provided that any notice of disapproval of 
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such items shall be accompanied by a reasonable explanation of Lessor’s reasons for the disapproval and/or 
conditions for approval.  Lessor shall approve or disapprove any items resubmitted by Lessee in response to 
Lessor’s prior objections or conditions, if applicable.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, Lessee shall not be required 
to submit any of the items listed in (i) or (ii) above nor obtain Lessor’s approval of the same for any Work (a) 
necessary in the event of an emergency which necessitates prompt repair or replacement of any item, (b) that does 
not materially or adversely affect  the location of the exterior entrances and exits to the Project Improvements.  
All Work approved by Lessor or described in the preceding sentence not requiring Lessor approval shall be 
deemed “Approved Work” hereunder.  For purposes hereof, (i) an emergency shall mean a situation which 
requires immediate repairs or replacements necessary to prevent imminent danger or damage to persons or 
property or because failure to repair promptly would materially and adversely interfere with Lessee’s business 
operations at the Building, and (ii) notwithstanding the emergency, notice shall be provided in such form as is 
reasonable under the circumstances.  The plans and specifications approved by Lessor are hereinafter referred to 
as the “Approved Plans.” 

 
4.1.2 Lessor Cooperation in Approvals Process.  Lessee shall diligently pursue and secure all zoning, 

easements release and grants, or other approvals, permits, licenses or authorizations required by any governmental 
authority or other person (a) to commence and complete the Approved Work, and (b) for the commercially 
reasonable operation of the Project Improvements (collectively, the “Approvals”).  Lessor shall cooperate with 
Lessee, as necessary in Lessor’s capacity as the fee title owner of the Premises and the Six at Park Leased 
Premises, for Lessee to secure the Approvals, at Lessee’s sole cost and expense.  Lessee shall submit to Lessor for 
execution any and all applications, easement releases and grants, and other documents required to obtain the 
Approvals if the approval of Lessor is needed in connection therewith and subject to Lessor’s express approval. 

 
4.1.3 Construction Start and Completion.  Lessee shall commence the Demolition and construction of 

the Approved Work promptly after Lessee has obtained the Approvals, provided that commencement of 
construction of the Initial Construction shall not be later than six (6) months following the Effective Date.  Lessor 
shall give prior written notice to Lessor of the date it intends to commence construction of the Initial Construction 
(the “Construction Commencement Date”).  Lessee shall complete construction of Initial Construction no later 
than eighteen (18) months following the Construction Commencement Date as evidenced by the issuance of a 
final certificate of occupancy by the City.  Following commencement of any Approved Work, Lessee shall 
diligently thereafter pursue the completion of the Approved Work in a good and workmanlike manner 
substantially in accordance with the Approved Plans. If, after approval, Lessee shall elect to make any changes to 
the Approved Plans that materially or adversely affect the location of the exterior entrances and exits to the 
Project Improvements, Lessee shall submit the proposed modification to Lessor and Lessor shall approve or 
disapprove of such changes. 

 
4.1.4 Approval. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section 4.1.1, Section 4.1.2, and Section 

4.1.3 above, for any and all required approvals sought by Lessee under such Sections, the Lessee Designated 
Representative  (as  set forth in Section 17.8 of this Lease) shall send a written request, in accordance with 
Section 17.8 of this Lease, to the Lessor Designated Representative (as set forth in Section 17.8 of this Lease) for 
such approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld, and which request, if 
not objected to by the Lessor Designated Representative within five (5) business days after such request is 
deemed to have been delivered to the Lessor Designated Representative in accordance with Section 17.8 of this 
Lease, shall be deemed approved by Lessor.  

 
4.1.5 Mechanics’ Lien. Lessee shall not directly or indirectly create, incur, assume or suffer to exist any 

lien on or with respect to the Premises, and Lessee shall promptly notify Lessor of the imposition of such lien of 
which Lessee is aware and shall promptly, at its own expense, take such action as may be necessary to fully 
discharge or release any such lien.  Whenever and as often as any mechanics’ or other similar lien is filed against 
the Premises, or any part thereof, purporting to be for or on account of any labor done or materials or services 
furnished in connection with any work in or about the Improvements, Lessee shall discharge the same of record.  
Notice is hereby given that Lessor shall not be liable for any labor or materials furnished to Lessee or anyone 
claiming by, through or under Lessee upon credit, and that no mechanics’ or other similar lien for any such labor, 
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services or materials shall attach to or affect the reversionary or other estate of Lessor in and to the Premises or 
Improvements or any part thereof. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Section 4.1.5, 
Lessee may contest any such mechanics’ or other similar lien if Lessee (i) within 60 days notifies Lessor in 
writing of its intention so to do, (ii) diligently prosecutes such contest, (iii) at all times effectively stays or 
prevents any official or judicial sale of the Premises or Improvements, or any part thereof or interest therein, 
under execution or otherwise, (iv) promptly pays or otherwise satisfies any final judgment adjudging or enforcing 
such contested lien claim and (v) thereafter promptly procures record release or satisfaction thereof.  Lessee may 
permit the lien so contested to remain unpaid during the period of such contest and any appeal therefrom unless 
Lessee is notified by Lessor that, in the opinion of counsel, by nonpayment of any such items, any interest at any 
time of Lessor in the Premises or the Improvements will be subject to loss or forfeiture.  In that event, Lessee 
shall promptly, at its own expense, take such action as may be necessary to duly discharge or remove any such 
mortgage, pledge, lien, charge, encumbrance or claim if the same shall arise at any time.  Lessee shall save and 
hold harmless Lessor from any loss, costs or expenses Lessor may incur related to any such contest.  Lessee shall 
reimburse Lessor for any expense incurred by it in order to discharge or remove any such mortgage, pledge, lien, 
charge, encumbrance or claim.   

  
4.1.6 Compliance with Applicable Laws.  Lessee covenants and agrees that all Approved Work shall be 

completed in substantial compliance with the Approved Plans and all applicable laws.  Upon completion of all 
Approved Work, Lessee shall, if applicable, promptly apply for and procure any required final certificate of 
occupancy or its equivalent under applicable law. 
 
4.2 Use of the Premises, City Lease Premises and Project Improvements. 
 

4.2.1 Uses.  Lessee may rezone the Real Property to “B-2-P” Planned General Business District; however 
Lessee shall not rezone the Real Property otherwise without the consent of Lessor. Lessee shall use the Premises for 
the purpose of constructing and operating a public and private parking lot, as permitted by the zoning code and for 
no other use without Lessor's prior written consent in each instance.  Lessee shall make available to Six at Park,\ its 
successor in interest, or the fee simple owner of the Six at Park Leased Premises  no fewer than eighty-three (83) 
parking stalls and such  additional number of stalls as may be needed to serve the parking requirements and needs by 
the Building tenants, and their employees, guests and invitees on the Six at Park Leased Premises, and serve as 
public parking when not needed to serve the parking needs of the Building tenants, and their employees, guests and 
invitees of the Six at Park Leased Premises.   

 
4.2.2 Restricted Use.  Notwithstanding the uses permitted by the zoning code of the City of Parkville, 

Missouri or anything in this Lease to the contrary, the Premises shall only be used as a parking lot, unless approved 
in writing by the Lessor in its sole and absolute discretion.  

 
4.2.3 Applicable Laws.  Lessee shall comply with all federal, state, county and municipal laws, 

regulations and ordinances affecting the Property or any portion thereof and shall procure and maintain in force 
during the Term all permits, authorizations and licenses necessary for Lessee's use or operation of in the Property or 
any portion thereof (including, without limitation, the making, placing, maintaining or altering of the Project 
Improvements or any portion thereof).  Subject to Section 4.2.2. of this Lease, Lessee shall only use the Premises as 
a parking lot, which contains ninety-nine parking stalls.  
 

ARTICLE V 
UTILITIES 

 
5.1 Utilities.  Lessee agrees to make its own arrangements, at Lessee's sole cost and expense, for, and Lessee 
shall pay or cause to be paid before delinquency all charges, claims, or liens of water, gas, electricity, sewer, 
telephone service, steam, cable television and any other commodities or services furnished to or for the Premises 
and/or the Improvements, or any part thereof, during the Term of this Lease. 
 

ARTICLE VI 
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SIGNAGE 
 
6.1 Signs.  Lessee has the right to place signs upon or within the Premises and the Improvements which are 
relative to the use of the Improvements.  Lessee shall maintain all signs upon or within the Premises and the 
Improvements in good condition and repair.  All signs shall comply with applicable ordinances or restrictions, 
which compliance shall be the responsibility of Lessee. 
 
 

ARTICLE VII 
INSURANCE 

 
7.1 Lessee’s Insurance.  Lessee shall maintain or cause to be maintained in force during the Term the policies 
of insurance hereinafter described in this Section and furnish to Lessor a certificate thereof (or such other 
document or duplicate policy) evidencing the coverage.  Each such policy shall be issued by a responsible 
insurance company authorized to do business in the State of Missouri and having an A.M. Best Company 
Financial Strength Rating of not less than A- and a Financial Size Category Rating of not less than X in Best’s 
Insurance Reports.  To the extent available, all policies of insurance required to be maintained by Lessee 
hereunder shall be endorsed with a provision requiring the insurer to give Lessor at least thirty (30) days’ written 
notice prior to any cancellation or material change in or nonrenewal of policy provisions. 
 

7.1.1 General Liability Insurance.  Lessee’s commercial general liability insurance policy shall insure 
Lessee and Lessor, as an additional insured, against any and all losses, claims, demands or actions whatsoever for:  
(a) injury to or death of any one or more persons, in an amount limited for any one occurrence to not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000); (b) damage to property arising from Lessee’s conduct and operation of 
Lessee’s business on the Premises and Improvements, in an amount limited for any one occurrence to not less 
than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000); and (c) products and completed operations liability, in an amount limited 
for any one occurrence to not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000), and with a general aggregate limitation 
of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) applicable to all claims under such policy.  Lessee shall be 
permitted to satisfy the foregoing insurance obligations by any combination of commercial general liability or 
excess/umbrella liability insurance.  Lessee may elect as to any liability insurance provided under a blanket policy 
to provide such coverages without requirement that such insurance provide for separate and specific coverage 
amounts required hereunder so long as Lessee, in such a case where any required insurance coverage is provided 
under a blanket policy without specified guaranteed coverage amounts, maintains at all times so-called “excess” 
or “umbrella” coverage at a level of no less than Twenty Million Dollars ($20,000,000) (or such future higher 
levels as are commercially reasonable from time to time); provided further that, in any event, Lessor shall be 
named as additional insured on any blanket or excess liability policy or endorsement. 
 

7.1.2 Casualty Insurance.  Lessee shall provide a comprehensive risk insurance policy which shall 
contain an “agreed amount clause” endorsement in an amount not less than the full replacement cost of the 
Improvements (excluding foundation and excavation costs, and without deduction for depreciation) and the 
property of Lessee located on the Premises. 
 
7.2 Waiver of Subrogation.  Where either Lessor or Lessee sustains a loss or damage protected by an existing 
policy or policies of insurance, the party sustaining such loss or damage, to the extent that it is so protected and to 
the extent that it may legally do so, waives its rights of recovery, if any, against the other party hereto. 
 

ARTICLE VIII 
LEASE OF PREMISES “AS IS” 

 
8.1 No Warranties by Lessor.  Lessee acknowledges that Lessee has full knowledge of all matters pertaining to 
the Premises, including, but not limited to, the condition of title to the same and the physical condition of the same, 
and that Lessee is leasing the Premises “AS IS” and Lessor shall not be required to perform any work or furnish any 
materials in connection with the Premises.  Lessor makes no warranty of any kind or nature, express, implied or 
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otherwise, or any representations or covenants of any kind or nature in connection with the title to or condition of the 
Premises or any part thereof, and Lessor shall not be liable for any latent or patent defects therein or be obligated in 
any way whatsoever to correct or repair any such latent or patent defects.  Without limiting the above, Lessee 
acknowledges and agrees that neither Lessor, nor any brokers, any agents, employees or representatives of Lessor 
have made any representations or warranties on which Lessee is relying as to matters concerning the Premises 
including, without limitation, the land, improvements, development rights, taxes, bonds, permissible uses, covenants, 
conditions and restrictions, water or water rights, topography, utilities, zoning, soil, subsoil, the purposes for which 
the Premises are to be used, drainage, environmental or building laws, rules or regulations or any other 
representations or warranties of any nature whatsoever, and Lessee hereby assumes all risks relating to any of the 
foregoing and to all matters relating to the use and occupancy of the Premises, whether known or unknown, or 
foreseeable or unforeseeable.  Lessor, however, expressly warrants that it has full corporate authority to enter into 
this Lease.  Lessor also expressly covenants that is has not done or suffered any act or occurrence during the time it 
has owned the Premises which has impaired title to the same, except matters of record. 
 

ARTICLE I 
RESTORATION AND MAINTENANCE 

 
9.1 Lessee’s Obligation to Restore.  Subject to the terms of any applicable unpaid mortgage or deed of trust, if 
the Project Improvements, or any part thereof, is damaged or suffers loss (other than ordinary wear and tear) at any 
time by reason of any matter or thing whatsoever, foreseen or unforeseen, insured or uninsured, including, but 
without limitation on the generality of the foregoing, any fire, earthquake or other calamity, Lessee, at its own cost 
and expense, and whether or not the insurance proceeds, if any, shall be sufficient for the purpose, shall proceed with 
all reasonable diligence and speed (considering the availability of labor and materials) to repair, replace and restore 
the Project Improvements as nearly as possible to the same value, condition and character as existed immediately 
prior to such damage or loss, in accordance with provisions of Article IV of this Lease. 
 
9.2 Lessee’s Obligation to Maintain.  Lessee, at its own cost and expense, shall keep and maintain, or cause to 
be kept and maintained, the Property, and all landscaping, sidewalks, and passages surrounding the same and each 
and every part thereof in good, first class, orderly, clean, safe and sanitary state of decor, repair and condition and as 
otherwise required by this Lease.  Lessee shall perform all decorating, repairs and replacements necessary to 
accomplish the foregoing obligations, whether foreseen or unforeseen, structural or nonstructural, ordinary or 
extraordinary.  Lessee will not take any action or omit to take any action required of Lessee hereunder, the taking or 
omission of which adversely impairs the value or usefulness of the Property or causes waste with respect thereto.  
When used in this Lease, the term “repairs” shall include all necessary replacements, renewals, alterations, additions 
and betterments.  All repairs made by Lessee shall be equal in quality and class to the original Approved Work. 
 
9.3. Lessor Obligation to Restore and Maintain.  Lessor shall have no obligation to make any repairs, decorating, 
replacements, restorations, alterations, additions or improvements whatsoever in or about the Property or any part 
thereof, or to restore the same or any part of the same in the event of its loss, destruction or damage unless such loss, 
destruction or damage is solely due to the fault of the Lessor, and Lessee hereby waives any right it may have to 
make repairs at the expense of Lessor. 
 

ARTICLE X 
INDEMNIFICATION 

 
10.1 Indemnification.  The Lessee and any successor or assign (collectively, “Indemnifying Parties”) shall 
fully indemnify, protect, defend and hold harmless the Lessor and Lessor’s board members, officers, directors, 
employees, agents, affiliates, successors and assigns (collectively, the “Indemnified Parties”) from and against 
any and all claims, demands, liabilities, damages, obligations, judgments, and costs, including consequential and 
punitive damages and reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses, arising, directly or indirectly, from any 
breach or violation of the terms, provisions, covenants or obligations to be observed, performed and/or complied with 
on the part of the Indemnifying Parties contained or incorporated in this Lease or from damage or injury, actual or 
claimed, of whatsoever kind or character, to persons or property occurring or allegedly occurring as a result of any 
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acts or omissions of the Indemnifying Parties, their respective constituent members or partners, their employees, 
agents, independent contractors, licensees, invitees or others acting by, through or under such Indemnifying 
Parties, in connection with its or their activities conducted pursuant to this Lease and/or in connection with the use 
or occupancy of the Property. 
 
10.2 Notice; Defense.  In the event any suit, action, investigation, claim or proceeding (collectively, an 
“Action”) is begun or made as a result of which the Indemnifying Parties may become obligated to one or more 
of the Indemnified Parties hereunder, the Indemnified Party shall give prompt notice to the Indemnifying Parties 
of the occurrence of such event, but the failure to notify the Indemnifying Parties will not relieve the 
Indemnifying Parties of any liability that it may have to an Indemnified Party except to the extent any of the 
Indemnifying Parties are prejudiced by such failure.  After receipt of such notice, the Indemnifying Parties may 
elect to defend, contest or otherwise protect the Indemnified Party against any such Action, at the cost and 
expense of the Indemnifying Parties utilizing counsel of the Indemnifying Parties’ choice, subject to the prior 
approval of the Indemnified Parties, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.  The Indemnified Party 
shall have the right, but not the obligation, to participate, at the Indemnified Party’s own cost and expense, in the 
defense thereof by counsel of the Indemnified Party’s choice.  In the event that the Indemnifying Parties shall fail 
timely to defend, contest or otherwise protect Indemnified Party against such Action, the Indemnified Party shall 
have the right to do so, and (if such defense is undertaken by the Indemnified Party after notice to the 
Indemnifying Parties asserting the Indemnifying Parties’ failure to timely defend, contest or otherwise protect 
against such Action), the Indemnified Party may submit any bills for reasonable fees and costs received from its 
counsel to the Indemnifying Parties for payment and, within seven (7) days after such submission, the 
Indemnifying Parties shall transfer to the Indemnified Party sufficient funds to pay such bills.  The Indemnifying 
Parties acknowledge that such bills may be redacted to delete any information which would constitute attorney-
client communication or attorney work product. 
 
10.3 Settlement Proposals.  An Indemnified Party shall submit to the Indemnifying Parties any settlement 
proposal that the Indemnified Party shall receive.  The Indemnifying Parties shall be liable for the payment of any 
amounts paid in settlement of any Action to the extent that the Indemnifying Parties consent to such settlement.  
Neither the Indemnifying Parties nor the Indemnified Party will unreasonably withhold its consent to a proposed 
settlement. 
 
10.4 Inducement.  The Indemnifying Parties expressly confirm and agree that they have provided this 
indemnification and assume the obligations under this Lease imposed upon the Indemnifying Parties, in order to 
induce Landlord to enter into this Lease.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, an Indemnified Party shall have 
the right to maintain an action in any court of competent jurisdiction to enforce and/or to recover damages for 
breach of the rights to indemnification created by, or provided pursuant to, this Lease.  If such court action is 
successful, the Indemnified Party shall be reimbursed by the Indemnifying Parties for all fees and expenses 
(including reasonable attorneys’ fees) actually and reasonably incurred in connection with such action (including, 
without limitation, the investigation, settlement or appeal of such action). 
 
10.4 Survival of Indemnification Obligations.  The obligations of the Indemnifying Parties to indemnify the 
Indemnified Parties as set forth in this Lease shall survive the expiration, cancelation or termination of this Lease.  
Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, Tenant shall not be liable to the Indemnified Parties 
pursuant to the foregoing indemnity to the extent arising from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of the 
Indemnified Parties. 
 

ARTICLE XI 
CONDEMNATION 

 

11. Condemnation.  If part of the Premises shall be taken for public improvements or otherwise under the 
exercise of the right of eminent domain and the Premises shall continue to be reasonably suitable for use by Lessee, 
then the Rent shall be reduced from the date of such taking in direct proportion to the reduction in usefulness of the 
Premises.  If the taking shall render the Premises wholly unfit for use by Lessee, then Lessee shall have the right, at 
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Lessee’s option, to terminate and cancel this Lease on thirty (30) days’ written notice to Lessor, and Lessee shall be 
liable only for the Rent accrued and earned to the date of surrender of possession of the Premises to Lessor and for 
the performance of other obligations maturing before that date.  Lessee shall not be entitled to participate or receive 
any part of the damages or award that may be paid to or awarded Lessor due to a public taking, except where the 
award shall provide for moving or other reimbursable expenses for Lessee under applicable statute. 
 

ARTICLE XII 
ASSIGNMENT, SUBLETTING AND SALE 

 
12.1 Assignment, Subletting, Mortgage, and Sale of Lessee's Interests.  Lessee shall not assign, sublet, mortgage 
or sell Lessee's interest or interest in the Improvements except as authorized pursuant to this Lease. 
 

12.1.1 Assignment.  Lessee shall not assign or otherwise transfer this Lease or any part thereof or interest 
therein, or permit the same to be assigned or otherwise transferred, voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation of law 
or otherwise. 
 

12.1.2 Sale of Improvements.  Subject to the provisions of this Lease, Lessee shall have the right to sell the 
Improvements situated on the Premises, but only in their entirety and only if the Lessee's interests in this Lease and 
the City Parking Lot Lease is sold and assigned to the same party and such party attorns to Lessor under the terms of 
this Lease, it being the intention of the parties that the leasehold created by this Lease, the leasehold interest created 
by the City Parking Lot Lease and title to the Improvements shall at all times be vested in the same party.  Any sale 
of the Improvements shall be subject to the prior written consent of the Lessor, which consent shall not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed, and an assignment and assumption agreement, which shall be in a form mutually 
acceptable to both parties.  A request of Lessee to assign this Lease and sell the Improvements shall be accompanied 
by a description of the proposed transaction, including, without limitation, a description of the proposed 
assignee/purchaser and the business terms and conditions of the proposed transaction, attornment of the new 
assignee/purchaser.  The Lessee will provide the Lessor with such other information with respect to the proposed 
transactions as it may reasonably request 

 
12.1.3 Lease of Improvements.  Lessee shall have the right to lease all or portions of the Premises without 

Lessor's prior approval provided that such sublease or subleases meet the following requirements: 
 

a. use of the Premises  shall be limited to use in conformance with the provisions of Section 4.2 of this Lease; 
and 
 

b. the term of the sublease shall expire on or before the Expiration Date as such date may be modified by this 
Lease. 

 
12.1.4 Leasehold Mortgages.  Lessee, may from time to time during the term of this Lease mortgage, 

hypothecate, or encumber, in whole or in part, its leasehold estate, subject to Lessor's prior written consent, which 
shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, and which consent shall not be withheld provided in each case that: 
 

a. The holder of the leasehold mortgage or deed of trust shall be an institutional lender whose lending activities 
are regulated or supervised by an agency of the federal government or the State of Missouri; 
 

b. In no event shall Lessor be required to encumber or subordinate its fee title to the Premises or any part 
thereof or interest therein for any reason; 
 

c. The leasehold mortgage or deed of trust shall encumber only the Lessee's interest as Lessee in the Premises 
and its interest as owner of the Improvements; 
 

d. The Lessee or holder of the leasehold mortgage or deed of trust shall promptly deliver to the Lessor, in the 
manner herein provided for the giving of notice to Lessor, a true copy of the leasehold mortgage or deed of 
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trust and any assignment thereof, and shall notify the Lessor of the address of the holder of the leasehold 
mortgage or deed of trust to which notices from the Lessor may be sent; and 
 

e. Lessor's consent under this Section 12.1.4 shall be deemed to have been given if Lessor does not respond to 
Lessee's written request for Lessor's consent within fifteen (15) days of Lessor's receipt of such request 
accompanied by all information reasonably necessary to consider. 

 
12.2 Rights to Purchase Premises.  If, at any time during the Term provided that no event of default has occurred 
and is continuing hereunder, Lessor intends to offer to sell the Premises or any part thereof or interest therein to a 
third party (other than any entity controlling, controlled by, or under common control with Lessor), then Lessor 
shall, prior to any offering of the Premises or such part thereof or interest therein for sale, deliver to Lessee written 
notice of the terms and conditions, upon which Lessor intends to offer the Premises or such part thereof or interest 
therein for sale.  Provided that no event of default has occurred and is continuing hereunder, Lessee shall have the 
right to purchase the Premises (or such part thereof or interest therein) on the terms set forth in the notice from 
Lessor by giving written notice to the Lessor within thirty (30) days after receiving Lessor's notice, of Lessee's 
intention to purchase on the terms contained in such notice from Lessor.  In the event that Lessee fails to notify 
Lessor within said thirty (30) day period of Lessee's election to exercise its right to purchase hereunder, or in the 
event Lessee notifies Lessor within said period that Lessee will not exercise its right to purchase hereunder, Lessor 
may proceed to sell the Premises (or such part thereof or interest therein) to any third party, but only on substantially 
the same terms and conditions as were set forth in the notice from Lessor to Lessee, and any material change in such 
terms and conditions shall be deemed a new offer and Lessor shall in such event not consummate any sale to a third 
party without first submitting all of the changed terms and conditions (and not just those which have changed 
substantially or materially) to Lessee for determination by Lessee in the manner provided above, except that Lessee 
shall have fifteen (15) business days, and not thirty (30) days, after receipt of said notice in which to elect to exercise 
its right to purchase on the basis of the changed terms and conditions.  For these purposes, the offer shall be deemed 
to have been changed substantially or materially only if the purchase price at which the Premises (or such portion 
thereof or interest therein) are offered differs by more than three percent (3%) from the purchase price previously 
offered.  Lessee's right of purchase set forth herein shall apply only for so long as Park University shall be the owner 
of the Premises. 
 

ARTICLE XIII 
DEFAULT AND REMEDIES 

 
13.1 Events of Default.  The occurrence of any one of the following events shall constitute an event of default 
(“Event of Default”) by Lessee under this Lease: 
 

a. Lessee shall fail to pay any installment of Rent when due and such failure shall continue for a period of 
thirty (30) days after written notice thereof from Lessor. 

 
b. Lessee shall commence (by petition, application, assignment, or otherwise) a voluntary case or other 

proceeding under the laws of any jurisdiction seeking liquidation, reorganization, or other relief with respect 
to itself or its debts under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or other similar law now or hereafter in effect, or 
seeking the appointment of a trustee, self-trusteeship, receiver, assignee, custodian, or other similar official 
of it or any substantial part of its property; or shall consent (by answer or failure to answer, or otherwise) to 
any such relief or to the appointment of or taking possession by any such official in any involuntary case or 
other proceeding commenced against it; or shall generally not pay its debts as they become due; or admit in 
writing its inability to pay its debts as they become due; or shall take any corporate or other action to 
authorize any of the foregoing. 

 
c. An involuntary case or other proceeding shall be commenced against the Lessee under the laws of any 

jurisdiction seeking liquidation, reorganization, or other relief with respect to it or its debts under any 
bankruptcy, insolvency, or other similar law now or hereafter in effect, or seeking the appointment of a 
trustee, receiver, custodian, or other similar official of Lessee or any substantial part of Lessee's property, 
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and such involuntary case or other proceeding shall remain undismissed and unstayed for a period of sixty 
(60) days or a trustee, receiver, custodian, or other official shall be appointed in such an involuntary case 
and is not removed within sixty (60) days of being appointed. 

 
d. Lessee shall abandon the Premises or the Improvements. 
 
f. Lessee shall fail to comply with any term, provision or covenant of this Lease not involving the payment of 

money, and shall not cure such failure within thirty (30) days after written notice thereof by Lessor to 
Lessee or, if such failure is not reasonably susceptible of cure within such thirty (30) day period, Lessee 
shall not commence to cure such failure within such thirty (30) day period or thereafter shall not diligently 
prosecute such cure to completion within a reasonable period of time. 
 

g. Lessee shall be in default, as lessor under the City Parking Lot Lease. 
 
13.2 Remedies for Default.  Upon the occurrence of any one or more Event of Default, Lessor shall have the 
option to pursue, in addition to all other legal or equitable remedies, any one or more of the following remedies: 
 

a. Lessor may elect to terminate this Lease, in which event Lessor may immediately repossess the Premises 
and Lessee shall pay at once to Lessor, as liquidated damages, the sum of Fifty Thousand and No/Dollars 
($50,000.00), any and all past-due Rent, if applicable, and Additional Rent currently due and payable, 
together with all expenses incurred by Lessor for court costs and reasonable attorney fees, which 
obligation shall survive expiration, cancellation or termination of this Lease. The parties understand, 
acknowledge and agree that due to the length of the Term, the harm caused by Lessee’s breach would be 
impossible or very difficult to accurately estimate as of the Effective Date, and that such liquidated 
damages are a reasonable estimate of the anticipated or actual harm that might arise from Lessee’s breach. 
Subject to Lessor’s right to pursue equitable remedies, if Lessor elects to terminate this Lease pursuant to 
Section 13.2 (a), then Lessee’s payment under the terms of this Section 13.2 (a) shall be Lessee’s sole 
liability and entire obligation and Lessor’s exclusive remedy for a breach by Lessee.  

 
b. Lessor may elect to terminate Lessee’s right of possession of the Premises without termination of this 

Lease, in which event Lessee shall surrender possession and vacate the Premises immediately and deliver 
possession thereof to Lessor, and Lessee hereby grants to Lessor full and free license to enter into and 
upon the Premises and remove Lessee and any other person, firm or corporation who may be occupying 
the Premises and remove all personal property therefrom, without releasing Lessee from its obligation to 
pay the Rent and Additional Rent and perform the covenants, conditions and agreements to be performed 
by Lessee under this Lease.  

 
c. After taking possession of the Premises without terminating this Lease, Lessor may, but shall not be 

obligated to, relet all or any part of the Premises for such rent and upon such terms and to such person, 
firm or corporation and for such use or uses and such period or periods as Lessor, in Lessor’s sole 
discretion, shall determine.  Lessor shall not be required to accept any prospective lessee offered by 
Lessee or to observe any instruction given by Lessee about such reletting.  For such reletting, Lessor may 
make repairs, changes, alterations or additions to the Premises to the extent deemed by Lessor desirable or 
convenient.  If the consideration collected by Lessor upon any such reletting is insufficient to cover costs 
related to the Rent reserved in this Lease and the cost of repairs, alterations, additions, and other similar 
expenses, including reasonable attorney’s fees and brokerage fees, then Lessee shall pay to Lessor the 
deficiency upon demand, which for purposes of this Lease may be considered as Additional Rent, at the 
sole and absolute discretion of Lessor.   

 
d. Lessor, any time after the occurrence of an Event of Default, without being under any obligation to do so 

and without thereby waiving such default, may cure the default for the account of Lessee (and enter the 
Premises for such purpose).  Lessee shall pay to Lessor upon demand, all costs, expenses and 
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disbursements, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, incurred by Lessor in curing such default with 
interest thereon at the rate of nine percent per annum. 

 
ARTICLE XIV 

TRANSFER OF TITLE AND REMOVAL OF PERSONAL PROPERTY 
 
14.1 Vesting of Improvements and Other Property and Interests.  Lessee shall, on the Expiration Date, or upon 
any earlier termination of this Lease, quit and surrender the Premises and Improvements into the possession and use 
of Lessor without delay, broom clean and in good order, condition and repair (reasonable wear and tear excepted), 
free and clear of all lettings and occupancies and subleases, and free and clear of all liens and encumbrances other 
than those, if any, created by Lessor.  During the Term, the Improvements constructed upon the Premises by Lessee 
shall be, as between Lessor and Lessee, the property of Lessee, but Lessee shall have no right to remove said 
Improvements from the Premises without Lessor's prior written consent.  However, upon the Expiration Date or 
sooner termination of this Lease, Lessee's right, title and interest in all Improvements then located on the Premises 
that are considered to be fixtures shall, without compensation to Lessee, vest in Lessor free and clear of all 
encumbrances and Lessee shall upon Lessor's demand deliver to Lessor such assignments, deeds, instruments and 
documents as Lessor shall request to confirm Lessor's ownership of the Improvements and the other items acquired 
by Lessor as aforesaid and such obligation of Lessee shall survive expiration, cancellation or termination of this 
Lease.  In addition, upon and as of the expiration or sooner termination of this Lease, the following shall, without 
compensation to Lessee, vest in Lessor: 
 

a. All prepaid rents, prepaid payments and security deposits made under any subleases that have not been 
applied against obligations under such subleases, and the amount of the same shall be paid over to the 
Lessor by Lessee. 

 
b. Lessee's interest in all subleases. 

 
14.2 Removal of Personal Property.  The personal property owned by Lessee may be removed by Lessee at any 
time prior to the termination of this Lease, and shall be removed by Lessee upon such termination.  If, upon the 
Expiration Date or earlier termination of this Lease, Lessee shall not have removed such personal property from the 
Premises and the Improvements, then Lessor shall have the right, at its election, in addition or in the alternative to its 
other rights with respect to the same, to either (i) deem such personal property abandoned and retain the same as its 
property, or dispose of the same without accountability in such manner as Lessor may see fit, or (ii) remove and 
store the same in a place satisfactory to Lessor, in which event all expenses of such disposition (in excess of any 
amount received by Lessor upon such disposition), removal and storage shall be charged to and be borne by Lessee, 
and Lessor shall be reimbursed by Lessee for such expenses upon written demand therefore.  Lessee shall repair any 
loss or damage to the Property or any part hereof caused or resulting from the removal of the personal property 
(whether removed by or at the direction of Lessor or Lessee).  Lessor’s rights pursuant to this Section shall survive 
expiration, cancellation or termination of this Lease. 
 

ARTICLE XV 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

 
15.1 Hazardous Materials.  Lessee covenants, represents and warrants that, during the term of this Lease, Lessee 
shall not use, generate, place, store, release or otherwise dispose of, nor allow any other person to use, generate, 
place, store, release or otherwise dispose of, Hazardous Materials in, on or about the Property, except in strict 
accordance with all Environmental Laws.  In the event of a breach of the foregoing, Lessee shall immediately 
undertake or cause to be undertaken remediation or removal according to all Environmental Laws.  Lessee shall 
indemnify, defend and hold Lessor harmless against and reimburse Lessor for all Hazardous Materials Liabilities 
asserted against or incurred by Lessor arising out of a breach of the representations, warranties or covenants set forth 
in this Section.  The provisions of this Section shall survive expiration, cancellation or termination of this Lease. 
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15.1.1 Hazardous Materials Defined.  The term “Hazardous Materials” as used in this Lease means any 
substance, (i) the presence of which requires special handling, storage, investigation, notification, monitoring, or 
remediation under any Environmental Law, (ii) which is toxic, explosive, corrosive, erosive, flammable, infectious, 
radioactive, carcinogenic, mutagenic, or otherwise hazardous, (iii) which is or becomes regulated by any 
governmental authority, or (iv) the presence of which causes or threatens to cause a nuisance to the Property or to 
adjacent properties or premises. 

 
15.1.2 Environmental Laws Defined.  The term “Environmental Law(s)” as used in this Lease means all 

federal, state or local laws, regulations, orders, decrees, permits, authorizations, opinions, common laws relating to 
(i) emissions, discharges, spills, releases or threatened releases of Hazardous Materials onto land or into ambient air, 
surface water, groundwater, watercourses, publicly or privately owned treatment works, drains, sewer systems, 
wetlands, or septic systems, (ii) the use, treatments, storage, disposal, handling, manufacturing, transportation, or 
shipment of Hazardous Materials, or (iii) standards of conduct for the protection of human health (including, 
without limitation, employee health and safety) or the environment, in each case as amended or as now or hereafter 
in effect. 

 
15.1.3 Hazardous Materials Liabilities Defined.  The term “Hazardous Materials Liabilities” as used in 

this Lease means all claims, damages, losses, forfeitures, expenses, or liabilities arising from or caused in whole or 
in part, directly or indirectly, by a breach by the other party of its representations, warranties, or covenants under 
Section 15.1 of this Lease, including (but not limited to) all costs of defense (including reasonable attorneys’ fees 
and other costs of litigation), all consultant’s fees, and all costs of investigation, repair, remediation, restoration, 
clean up, detoxification or decontamination, and/or preparation and implementation of any closure, remedial action 
or other required plan. 
 

ARTICLE XVI 
PUBLIC INCENTIVES 

 
16.1 Public Incentives.  Lessor shall not object to Lessee’s pursuit of any public incentives for any portion of the 
Property provided that such public incentives do not restrict the use of the Property, or any portion thereof, without 
the prior written consent of Lessor and such public incentives are assignable to and assigned to Lessor in the event of 
termination of this Lease.  In the event Lessee shall receive authorization from the City for tax abatement pursuant to 
Chapter 353 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri, Lessor agrees to cooperate with Lessee to exchange quit claim 
deeds with the authorized redevelopment corporation for the purpose of triggering tax abatement pursuant to the 
Chapter 353 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri, so long a title to the Premises when transferred to the 
redevelopment corporation is immediately transferred back to the Lessor.  Such Chapter 353 tax abatement shall not 
be triggered until such time as the Lessee has obtained all Approvals pursuant to Article IV of this Lease and the 
Demolition has been completed. 
 

ARTICLE XVII 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 
17.1 Successors and Assigns.  Subject to the limitations hereinabove set forth, this Lease and the terms and 
provisions hereof shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the successors and assigns of the parties. 
 
17.2 Force Majeure.  The period of time during which either party is prevented or delayed in the performance or 
the making of any improvement or repairs or fulfilling any obligation required under this Lease, other than the 
payment of Rent or Additional Rent, due to unavoidable delays caused by fire, catastrophe, strikes or labor troubles, 
civil commotion, Acts of God or beyond such party's reasonable control, shall be added to such party's time for 
performance thereof, and such party shall have no liability by reason thereof, provided, however, that in no event 
shall the performance of an obligation under this Lease be deemed prevented or delayed by any of the foregoing 
reasons (collectively, “force majeure”) if performance can be (or could have been) effectuated by, or any default 
thereof cured by, the proper payment of money with respect to any such obligation and in no event shall the inability 
of either party to make available sufficient funds be deemed to be a force majeure.  If either Lessor or Lessee shall 
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be able to perform any of the other party's obligations hereunder, claimed by the non-performing party to be subject 
to force majeure, then the non-performing party's claim of force majeure shall be ineffective against the Lessor or 
Lessee, as the case may be. 
 
17.3 Waivers.  Failure of either party to object to any act or admission on the part of the other, no matter how 
long the same may continue, shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any right hereunder.  No waiver by either party 
at any time, express or implied, of any breach of any provision of this Lease shall be deemed to consent to any 
subsequent breach of the same or any other provision.  No acceptance by Lessor of any partial payment shall 
constitute an accord or satisfaction but shall only be deemed as part payment on account. 
 
17.4 Entire Understanding; Amendment.  This instrument contains the entire understanding and agreement by 
and between the parties hereto with respect to the lease of the Premises, notwithstanding any prior or 
contemporaneous oral or written agreements or instruments, and no amendment to this Lease shall be effective 
unless the same is in writing and signed by all of the parties hereto. 
 
17.5 Personal Representative, Successors and Assigns.  All rights and privileges provided for hereunder shall 
inure to the benefit of the personal representatives, and permitted successors and assigns of the parties hereto.  All 
obligations herein provided shall be binding on the parties hereto, their personal representatives, successors and 
assigns.  
 
17.6 Governing Law.  This Lease shall be construed and interpreted under and governed by the laws of the State 
of Missouri.   
 
17.7 Severability.  The invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability of any provision of this Lease shall not render 
the other provisions hereof invalid, illegal or unenforceable. 
 
17.8 Notices.  Any notice, demand or document which any party is required or may desire to give to the other 
party and such party’s designated representative shall be in writing and sent by (i) certified or registered mail; (ii) 
Federal Express or similar overnight courier; (iii) email transmission; or (iv) personal delivery,  and the date of such 
notice will be deemed to have been the date on which such notice is delivered or attempted to be delivered as shown 
by the certified mail return receipt or a commercial delivery service record, or in the case of  email on the date  the 
receiving party acknowledges receipt by responding to such email or acknowledging receipt of such email. Provided, 
however, that if the date of delivery or confirmation of receipt occurs on a Saturday, Sunday, days proclaimed as 
legal holidays by the state, city or federal government or days where the recipient party’s office is closed due to 
natural disaster, then such date or time period shall be extended until the next business day. All notices shall be 
addressed as follows, unless otherwise specified in writing: 
 
To Lessee:  City of Parkville 
   8880 Clark Avenue  
   Parkville, Missouri 64152 
   Attn:  
   Email:  
 
   Lessee Designated Representative:  
 
   _______________________ 
   _______________________ 
   _______________________ 
 
  
To Lessor:  Park University 
   8700 NW River Park Drive 
   Parkville, Missouri 64152 
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Attn: Vice President for Finance and Administration 

Lessor Designated Representative: 

Brian Bode 
Park University   
8700 NW River Park Drive 
Parkville, MO  64152 
Office: (816) 584-6248  
brian.bode@park.edu 

With a copy to: Park University 
8700 NW River Park Drive 
Parkville, Missouri 64152 
Attn: Vice President & General Counsel 

Subject to the right of either party to designate a different address for itself by notice similarly given.  Any notice, 
demand or document so given by United States mail shall be deemed to have been given on the fifth day after the 
same is deposited in the United States mail as registered or certified matter, addressed as above provided, with 
postage thereon fully prepaid, except that any payments of Rent shall be deemed to have been made only when 
actually received by Lessor.  Any such notice, demand or document not given by registered or certified mail as 
aforesaid shall be deemed to be given, delivered or made only upon receipt of the same by the party or parties to 
whom the same is to be given, delivered, or made.   

17.9 Attorneys' Fees.  In the event that either Lessor or Lessee fails to perform any of its obligations under this 
Lease or in the event a dispute arises concerning the meaning or interpretation of any provision of this Lease, the 
defaulting party or the party not prevailing in such dispute, as the case may be, shall pay any and all costs and 
expenses incurred by either party in enforcing or establishing its rights hereunder, including, without limitation, 
court costs and reasonable counsel fees.  The right of Lessor or Lessee, as the case may be, to all costs and expenses 
incurred by it in enforcing or establishing its right hereunder pursuant to the provisions of this Section shall include, 
without limitation, all costs and expenses incurred by Lessor and Lessee, as the case may be (including, without 
limitation, court costs and reasonable counsel fees) in the enforcement of all obligations of Lessee or Lessor, as the 
case may be, under this Lease or otherwise with respect to the Premises, whether or not legal action was 
commenced.  The provisions of this Section shall survive expiration, cancellation or termination of this Lease. 

17.10 Broker.  The parties hereto covenant, warrant and represent that there was no broker instrumental in 
consummating this Lease and that no conversations or prior negotiations were had with any broker concerning the 
renting of the Premises.  Lessor and Lessee agree to indemnify and hold each other harmless against any claims for 
brokerage commission and other costs arising out of any conversations or negotiations had by the other party with 
any broker.  The provisions of this Section shall survive expiration, cancellation or termination of this Lease. 

17.11 Counterparts.  This Lease may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an 
original, and all of which together shall constitute one and the same document. 

17.12 Lessee’s Representations and Warranties.  As an inducement to Lessor to enter into this Lease, Lessee 
warrants and represents to Lessor that:  (a) Lessee is a ___________ class municipal corporation  in good 
standing under the laws of the State of Missouri and is qualified to conduct business in the State of Missouri and 
Lessee has all necessary power and authority to execute, deliver and perform this Lease; (b) neither the execution, 
delivery nor performance of this Lease or any of the related documents, with or without notice, the passage of 
time, or both, (i) will constitute or result in a violation or breach by Lessee of any applicable law issued against or 
imposed on Lessee, (ii) will result in a violation of any agreement to which Lessee is a party or by which Lessee, 
or to Lessee’s knowledge, the Premises is bound, or (iii) will give any person any right to accelerate any debts of 
Lessee; and (c) any and all consents to Lessee’s execution, delivery or performance of this Lease required from 

mailto:brian.bode@park.edu
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any person or entity, including without limitation, any and all members and lenders of Lessee, have been obtained 
in writing. 
 
17.13 Lessor’s Representations and Warranties.  As an inducement to Lessee to enter into this Lease, Lessor 
warrants and represents to Lessee that:  (a) Lessor is a duly organized and validly existing Missouri nonprofit 
corporation in good standing under the laws of the State of Missouri and is qualified to conduct business in the 
State of Missouri and Lessor has all necessary power and authority to execute, deliver and perform this Lease; (b) 
neither the execution, delivery nor performance of this Lease or any of the related documents, with or without 
notice, the passage of time, or both, (i) will constitute or result in a violation or breach by Lessor of any applicable 
law issued against or imposed on Lessor, (ii) will result in a violation of any agreement to which Lessor is a party 
or by which Lessor, or to Lessor’s knowledge, the Premises is bound, or (iii) will give any person any right to 
accelerate any debts of Lessor; and (c) any and all consents to Lessor’s execution, delivery or performance of this 
Lease required from any person or entity, including without limitation, officers and lenders of Lessee, have been 
obtained in writing. 
 
17.14 Estoppel Certificates.  Each party hereto agrees that at any time and from time to time within ten (10) days 
after request from the other, the non-requesting party shall execute, acknowledge and deliver a statement in 
writing certifying (a) that this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been 
modifications, specifying the same), (b) the dates to which the Rent and other charges have been paid, (c) that, so 
far as such party knows, the requesting party is not in default under any provisions of this Lease (or if such party 
knows of any such default, specifying the same), and (d) such other matters as the requesting party may 
reasonably require.  It is intended that any such statement may be relied upon by any person proposing to acquire 
the requesting party's interest in this Lease or any prospective lender to either party. 
 
17.15 Intentionally Omitted.  

 
17.16 Holdover.  If at the expiration of this Lease, Tenant should hold over for any reason whatever, it is agreed 
that in the absence of a written agreement to the contrary, such tenancy shall be from month to month only. 

 
17.17 Headings.  The section headings in this Lease are for convenience of reference only and in no way define, 
limit or affect the scope or intent of any provision of this Lease. 

 
17.18 Recording of Lease.  Lessor and Lessee agree that this Lease shall not be recorded, but that a 
memorandum of this Lease shall be executed and recorded in accordance with the laws governing and regulating 
recording of such documents in the State of Missouri.  The costs and expenses of the recordation of such 
memorandum of lease shall be borne by the Lessee. 

 
17.19 Time of the Essence. TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE IN THIS AGREEMENT. 

 
 

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank/Signature Page to Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year first above written. 
 
 
      LESSOR:  
 
      PARK UNIVERSITY, 
      a Missouri nonprofit corporation 
 
 
     

By:_____________________________________  
      Print Name: _________________________________ 
      Title:_______________________________________ 
 
 
 
      LESSEE: 
 
      CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI 
      a _________ class municipal corporation 
 
 

By:_____________________________________  
      Print Name: _________________________________ 
      Title:_______________________________________ 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF REAL PROPERTY 
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EXHIBIT B 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES 
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EXHIBIT C 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF CITY LEASED PREMISES 
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PARKING USE AGREEMENT 
 
 
 THIS PARKING USE AGREEMENT (hereinafter referred to as “Agreement”) is made 
and entered into on this ______ day of January, 2018 (the “Effective Date”), by the CITY OF 
PARKVILLE, MISSOURI, a Missouri municipal corporation (the “City”) and SIX AT PARK, 
LLC, a Missouri limited liability company, (“Six”) (hereinafter referred to collectively as the 
“Parties” and individually as a “Party”).  
 
      

RECITALS 
 

WHEREAS, the City is a fourth class city incorporated and exercising governmental 
functions and powers pursuant to the Constitution and the Statutes of the State of Missouri, with 
its principal office located at City Hall, 8880 Clark Avenue, Parkville, Missouri 64152;  
 
 WHEREAS, Six is a limited liability company in Missouri engaged in the business of 
real estate development with offices at 8201 NW 97th Terrace, Kansas City, Missouri 64153; 
 
 WHEREAS, Six has submitted an application to the City to redevelop and build a 
commercial building, a private parking lot and public parking lot on the real property owned by 
Park University situated on six (6) lots south of Sixth Street and Highway 9 in Parkville, 
Missouri, also known as parcel numbers 20-7.0-35-100-027-002.000 and 20-7.0-35-100-027-
003.000 (the “Building Lot”),  parcel number 20-7.0-35-100-027-011.000 (the “Existing Parking 
Lot”) and parcel numbers 20-7.0-35-100-027-004.00, 20-7.0-35-100-027-005.000 and 20-7.0-
35-100-027-005.001, legally described in the attached Exhibit A (the “City Parking Lot”)  
(hereinafter the Building Lot, Existing Parking Lot and City Parking Lot collectively referred to 
as the “Project”); 
 
 WHEREAS, to allow adequate parking for the Project and add additional public 
parking, the City will enter into a lease with Park University for the lease, development and 
construction of ninety-nine (99) parking spaces within the City Parking Lot;  
 
 WHEREAS, Six desires to enter into an agreement with the City to allow Six to use 
and maintain the City Parking Lot for the Project and the City desires to enter into an agreement 
with Six to allow Six to use and maintain the City Parking Lot. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants herein 
contained, the Parties hereto hereby agree as follows: 
 

1. Grant. The City hereby grants to Six the exclusive right to access, enter, occupy 
and use eighty-three (83) parking spaces within the City Parking Lot for the use of Six, the 
Project, its tenants, staff, guests, invitees and visitors. 

2. Term. The term of this Lease (“Term”) shall commence on the Effective Date and 
expire at 11:59 p.m. on the date which is ninety-nine (99) years after the Effective Date (the 
“Expiration Date”). 
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 3.  Undertakings by the City.  
 

a. The City shall enter into a long-term Ninety-Nine (99) year lease with Park 
University for the lease of the City Parking Lot. 

b. The City shall provide and pay for all capital improvements on the City 
Parking Lot. 

c. After the improvements to the City Parking Lot have been completed, the City 
shall allow the unreserved parking spaces in the City Parking Lot to be used by the 
public for a fee of Ten and 00/100 Dollars ($10) per day during the weekday from 
7:00 AM until 5:00 PM, excluding Holidays and used by the public for no charge 
after 5:00 PM during the weekday, Holidays and all day on the weekends.  The 
amount of the fee shall be determined by the City. 

d. The City shall manage a public parking pass  or permit system to allow the 
public to purchase daily or monthly parking passes or permits. 

e. The City understands and agrees that Six’s use of the eighty-three (83) 
parking spaces in this Agreement along with the fifty-five (55) parking spaces in the 
Existing Parking Lot helps to satisfy the parking requirements for the Project under 
the B-2-P Planned General Business District zoning.   

f. The City represents and warrants that no other agreement (recorded or 
unrecorded) nor any provision of state or local law exists as of the Effective Date that 
would either (i) prohibit the City from entering into this Agreement; or (ii) prohibit or 
interfere with Six’s full enjoyment and/or use of the rights granted to Six by this 
Agreement. 

4. Undertakings by Six.   

a. Six shall provide ongoing maintenance of the improvements to the City 
Parking Lot, which includes landscaping, snow removal, striping and maintaining 
the gates. 

b. Six shall enforce any parking violations within the City Parking Lot, which 
includes ticketing and towingExcept as provided in this agreement, the City shall 
enforce parking regulations as set forth in Section 359.025 of the Municipal Code. 

c. Six has the right to place signs upon or within the City Parking Lot, 
provided such signs shall be approved by the City.  Six shall maintain all signs upon or 
within the City Parking Lot in good condition and repair.  All signs shall comply with 
applicable ordinances or restrictions, which compliance shall be the responsibility of 
Six. 
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d. Six agrees to make its own arrangements, at Six's sole cost and expense, for, 
and Six shall pay or cause to be paid before delinquency all charges, claims, or liens of 
electricity, and any other commodities or services furnished to or for the City Parking 
Lot, or any part thereof, during the Term of this Agreement. 

d.e. Upon request by the City, Six agrees to make available for the public the use 
of Six’s private parking spaces for public events, provided such request will be only for 
times outside of regular business hours, as set forth in Section 3c. 

 5. Modifications to the Parking Lot.  The City reserves the right to modify the parking lot 
in accordance with the Parkville Downtown Vision Plan (Exhibit B).  Any modification to the 
parking lot will not result in a reduction of the number of leased parking spaces leased as set 
forth in this agreement, provided the City has the right to relocate parking spaces to an adjacent 
parking lot. 
 
5.  Insurance.  Six is hereby advised and understands that the personal property of Six is not 
insured by the City for either damage or loss, and the City assumes no liability for any such loss. 
Six agrees to procure sufficient general liability insurance naming the City as an additional 
insured, along with Six, during the term of this Agreement for injury, death or property damage 
claims occurring on or about the City Parking Lot or arising out of Six's use or occupation 
thereof. Six will provide proof of such insurance to the City upon the issuance or renewal of such 
insurance. 
 
 6.  Indemnification.  Six shall hold harmless, indemnify and defend, at its own expense, 
the City, its elected and appointed officials, officers, employees and agents from and against any 
and all claims, damages, injuries, liabilities, actions, fines, penalties, costs and expenses 
(including reasonable attorney fees), arising out of Six’s use under this Agreement, including but 
not limited to claims by Six employees, invitees and third parties, except for those damages 
caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of the City, its elected or appointed officials, 
officers, employees or agents; provided, if a claim is caused by or results from the concurrent 
negligence or willful misconduct of the parties, this indemnification shall be valid and 
enforceable only to the extent of the negligence or willful misconduct of Six. 
 
 7.  Default.  Failure or delay by either party to perform any term or provision of this 
Agreement, if not cured within thirty (30) days after receiving written notice of such failure or 
delay, constitutes a default under this Agreement. In the event of such a default, the non-
defaulting party may avail itself of any remedy provided or available at law or in equity, 
provided, however, the City agrees that while the Six at Park building is operational it shall have 
no rights whatsoever to terminate this Agreement as the result of a default by Six. 
 
 8. Further Assurances.  If at any time after the Effective Date any further action is 
necessary or desirable to carry out the purposes of this Agreement, each Party shall take such 
further action as the other Party reasonably requests. 
 
 9.  Supplemental Covenants. No private agreement shall be entered into that overrides 
this Agreement. The City and Six each represents to the other that they have full power and 
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authority to execute this Agreement and that the person signing this Agreement has been duly 
authorized to sign on behalf of such party and such party has the right to consent to the matters 
set forth herein. 

10. Notices. Any notice, approval, request or consent required by or asked to be given
under this Agreement shall be deemed to be given if it is in writing and mailed by United States 
mail, postage prepaid, or delivered by hand, and addressed as follows: 

If to Six at Park: Six At Park, LLC 
8201 NW 97th Terrace 
Kansas City, MO 64153 
Attention: Steven D. Foutch 
Email: steve@foutchbrothers.com 

With a copy to: Foutch Brothers, LLC 
8201 NW 97th Terrace 
Kansas City, MO 64153 
Attention: Karla R. Jones-Wilson, Esq. 
Email: karla@foutchbrothers.com 

If to City: City of Parkville, Missouri 
8880 Clark Avenue 
Parkville, Missouri 64152 
Attn: City Administrator 
Email: jparente@parkvillemo.gov 

With a copy to: Williams & Campo, P.C. 
400 SW Longview Boulevard, Suite 210 
Lee’s Summit, Missouri 64081 
Attn: Chris Williams 
Email: cwilliams@publiclawfirm.com 

Each party may specify that notice be addressed to any other person or address by giving to the 
other party ten (10) days prior written notice thereof. 

11. Attorneys Fees. Should any Party be forced to bring an action to enforce the terms of
this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorney’s fees, costs 
and expenses incurred therein.  

12. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including the attachments mentioned in the body
as incorporated by reference, sets forth the entire agreement between the Parties with regard to 
the subject matter hereof.  All prior agreements, representations and warranties, express or 
implied, oral or written, with respect to the subject matter hereof, are hereby superseded by this 
Agreement.  This is an integrated agreement. 
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13. Headings. The section headings contained in this Agreement are inserted for 
convenience of reference only and shall not affect the meaning or interpretation of this 
Agreement. 
 
 14. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the 
parties, their heirs, successors and assigns, even though assignment is not permitted under the 
terns of this Agreement without the consent of all parties hereto. 
 
 15. Severability.  If any term or provision of this Agreement or the performance thereof 
shall be invalid or unenforceable to any extent, such invalidity or unenforceability shall not 
effect or render invalid or unenforceable any other provision of this Agreement, and this 
Agreement shall be valid and enforces to the fullest extent permitted by law. 
 
 16. Successors and Assigns. This Agreement may not be assigned by any party hereto 
without prior written consent of all other party.  No assignment, unless specifically provided for 
in the consent thereto, shall relieve the assigning party of any liability hereunder. This 
Agreement shall be binding upon the parties hereto and their heirs, successors and permitted 
assigns.  
 

17. Amendment and Waiver. No provision of this Agreement may be amended or waived 
unless it is set forth in writing and, if an amendment, signed by all parties hereto, and if a waiver, 
signed by those parties whose rights are adversely affected by the waiver.  Waiver of any 
provision of this Agreement or of any breach hereof shall be a waiver of only the specific 
provision or breach and shall not be deemed a waiver of any other provision or any future 
breach. 
 

18. Counterparts; Facsimile Signatures.  This Agreement may be executed in any number 
of counterparts, all of which shall be taken to be one and the same instrument, for the same effect 
as if all Parties hereto had signed the same signature page.  Receipt of an executed signature page 
to this Assignment by facsimile or other electronic transmission shall constitute effective 
delivery thereof. 
 
 19. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted under and governed by the laws 
of the state of Missouri without giving effect to the choice of laws rules thereof. 
 
 20. Termination. This Agreement shall terminate upon the full and complete performance 
and satisfaction by each Party of all of its obligations under this Agreement or any other 
instrument referred to herein requiring performance. 
 
 

[Remaining Page Intentionally Left Blank.] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed 
by their duly authorized representatives the day and year first above written. 

 

CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI 
 
 
      By:        
            Nanette K. Johnston, Mayor 
 
Attest:       
 
 
       
City Clerk      
 
Approved as to form: 
 
 
______________________________ 
City Attorney 
 
 
 
 
 

SIX AT PARK, LLC, 
a Missouri limited liability company 
 
 
 
By:      ____ 
       Steven D. Foutch, Manager 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF REAL PROPERTY 
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EXHIBIT B 
 

DOWNTOWN PARKVILLE VISION PLAN 
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PARKING LOT REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
 
 
 THIS PARKING LOT REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (hereinafter 
referred to as “Agreement”) is made and entered into on this ______ day of 
_____________, 2018 (the “Effective Date”), by and among PARKVILLE OLD 
TOWNE MARKET COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT, a Missouri 
community improvement district, (the “CID”), SIX AT PARK, LLC, a Missouri limited 
liability company, (“Six”), and the CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI, a Missouri 
municipal corporation (the “City”) (hereinafter referred to collectively as the “Parties” 
and individually as a “Party”).  
 
      

RECITALS 
 
 WHEREAS, Six has submitted an application to the City to redevelop and 
build a commercial building on the vacant real property located on lot numbers 027-
002.000 and 027-003.000 in Parkville, Missouri (the “Building Lot”) and will lease the 
existing parking lot number 027-011.000 from Park University (the “Existing Parking 
Lot”) (hereinafter the Building Lots and Existing Parking Lot collectively referred to as 
the “Project”); 
 
 WHEREAS, to allow adequate parking for the Project and add additional 
public parking, the City will enter into a long-term lease with Park University for the use 
and improvement of lot numbers 027-004.00, 027-005.000 and 027-005.001 in Parkville, 
Missouri (the “City Parking Lots”);  
 
 WHEREAS, Six has submitted an application to CID to request funding in the 
amount of Three Hundred Fifty Thousand and 00/100 ($350,000.00) to improve the City 
Parking Lots; 
 
 WHEREAS, CID has approved the Parking Lot application and desires to 
provide Three Hundred Fifty Thousand and 00/100 ($350,000.00) to be used to improve 
the City Parking Lots; and 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants 
herein contained, the Parties hereto hereby agree as follows: 
 

1. Undertakings by Six.  Six hereby represents and covenants that: 

a. The construction of the Project will commence upon receipt of 
funding from its Lender and a building permit, which is anticipated to be by 
December 31, 2017 or as amended in writing by the Parties. 

b. It will enter into a Ninety-Nine (99) year lease with Park University 
for the rental of the Existing Parking Lot. 
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 2.  Undertakings by the City. In consideration of the foregoing 
undertakings and covenants of Six, the City shall: 
 

a. Enter into a long-term Ninety-Nine (99) year lease with Park 
University for the rental of the City Parking Lots. 

b. Hire Foutch Brothers, LLC to perform the improvements to the City 
Parking Lots. 

c. After the improvements have been completed, allow the City Parking 
Lots to be used by the public for a fee during the weekday from 8:00 AM until 
5:00 PM and used for no charge after 5:00 PM during the weekday and all day 
on the weekends.  

  3.  Undertakings by CID.  In consideration of the foregoing undertakings 
and covenants of Six and the City, CID shall provide the City with Three Hundred Fifty 
Thousand and 00/100 ($350,000.00) to be used for the improvements to the City Parking 
Lots.    
 
 4. Further Assurances.  If at any time after the Effective Date any further action 
is necessary or desirable to carry out the purposes of this Agreement, each Party shall 
take such further action as the other Party reasonably requests. 
 
 5. Notices. Except as otherwise provided herein, all notices and other 
communications under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed given 
when either delivered in person, emailed with receipt confirmed or, if mailed, then when 
mailed by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 
 
If to Six at Park: Six At Park, LLC 

8201 NW 97th Terrace 
Kansas City, MO 64153 
Attention: Steven D. Foutch 
Email: steve@foutchbrothers.com 
 

If to CID: Parkville Community Improvement District 
173 English Landing Drive, Suite 250 
Parkville, MO 64152 
Attn: Tom Hustler 
Email: _________________ 
 

If to City: City of Parkville, Missouri 
8880 Clark Avenue 
Parkville, Missouri 64152 
 
Attn: City Administrator 
Email: ___________________ 

  

mailto:steve@foutchbrothers.com
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Such addresses can be changed by notice to the other parties given in the same manner as 
above provided.  Any notice given hereunder shall be deemed given as of the date 
delivered or mailed. 
 

6.  Attorneys Fees. Should any Party be forced to bring an action to enforce the 
terms of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover reasonable 
attorney’s fees, costs and expenses incurred therein.  
 

7. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including the attachments mentioned in 
the body as incorporated by reference, sets forth the entire agreement between the Parties 
with regard to the subject matter hereof.  All prior agreements, representations and 
warranties, express or implied, oral or written, with respect to the subject matter hereof, 
are hereby superseded by this Agreement.  This is an integrated agreement. 
  

8. Headings. The section headings contained in this Agreement are inserted for 
convenience of reference only and shall not affect the meaning or interpretation of this 
Agreement. 
 
 9. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit 
of the parties, their heirs, successors and assigns, even though assignment is not permitted 
under the terns of this Agreement without the consent of all parties hereto. 
 
 10. Severability.  If any term or provision of this Agreement or the performance 
thereof shall be invalid or unenforceable to any extent, such invalidity or unenforceability 
shall not effect or render invalid or unenforceable any other provision of this Agreement, 
and this Agreement shall be valid and enforces to the fullest extent permitted by law. 
 

11. Amendment and Waiver. No provision of this Agreement may be amended or 
waived unless it is set forth in writing and, if an amendment, signed by all parties hereto, and 
if a waiver, signed by those parties whose rights are adversely affected by the waiver.  
Waiver of any provision of this Agreement or of any breach hereof shall be a waiver of only 
the specific provision or breach and shall not be deemed a waiver of any other provision or 
any future breach. 
 

12. Counterparts; Facsimile Signatures.  This Agreement may be executed in 
any number of counterparts, all of which shall be taken to be one and the same 
instrument, for the same effect as if all Parties hereto had signed the same signature page.  
Receipt of an executed signature page to this Assignment by facsimile or other electronic 
transmission shall constitute effective delivery thereof. 
 
 13. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted under and governed by 
the laws of the state of Missouri without giving effect to the choice of laws rules thereof. 
 
 14. Termination. This Agreement shall terminate upon the full and complete 
performance and satisfaction by each Party of all of its obligations under this Agreement 
or any other instrument referred to herein requiring performance. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be 
executed by their duly authorized representatives the day and year first above written. 

 
PARKVILLE OLD TOWNE MARKET 

     COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT  
DISTRICT 

 
 
      By:        
      Name:______________________________   
      Title: _______________________________ 
 
 
 
STATE OF MISSOURI ) 
    )  ss. 
COUNTY OF PLATTE ) 
 
 On this ____ day of _____________, 2017, before me, a Notary Public in and for 
said State, personally appeared _______________________________, ___________ of 
the Parkville Old Towne Market Community Improvement District who is personally 
known to me to be the same person who executed, as such official, the within instrument 
on behalf of said Community Improvement District and such person duly acknowledged 
to me that she executed the same for the purposes therein stated, and that the execution of 
the same was the free act and deed of said Community Improvement District. 
 
 IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
official seal, the day and year above written. 
 
 
             
      Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
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SIX AT PARK, LLC, 
a Missouri limited liability company 
 
 
 
By:      ____ 
       Steven D. Foutch, Manager 

 
 
 
 
 
 
STATE OF MISSOURI ) 
    )  ss. 
COUNTY OF __________  ) 
 
 On this ____ day of ______________, 2017, before me, a notary public, appeared 
Steven D. Foutch, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn, did say that he 
is the Manager of Six At Park, LLC, a Missouri limited liability company, and that said 
instrument was signed on behalf of said company by authority of its Ownership and he 
acknowledged said instrument to be the free act and deed of said company. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial 
seal in my office the day and year last above written. 
 
 
             
      Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
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CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI 

 
 
      By:        
            Nanette K. Johnston, Mayor 
 
Attest:       
 
 
       
City Clerk      
 
Approved as to form: 
 
 
______________________________ 
City Attorney 
 
 
STATE OF MISSOURI ) 
    )  ss. 
COUNTY OF PLATTE ) 
 
 On this ____ day of _____________, 2017, before me, a Notary Public in and for 
said State, personally appeared Nanette K. Johnston, Mayor of the City of Parkville, 
Missouri, who is personally known to me to be the same person who executed, as such 
official, the within instrument on behalf of said City and such person duly acknowledged 
to me that she executed the same for the purposes therein stated, and that the execution of 
the same was the free act and deed of said City. 
 
 IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
official seal, the day and year above written. 
 
 
             
      Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
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1. Purpose  
The City of Parkville has retained Springsted to review the proposed Six at Park 
Development Plan. The proposal is to develop a four-story commercial building 
on an approximately 2.64 acre lot. The lot is on the south side of east Six Street 
and east of Highway Nine/ East Street. The Developer is proposing the 
development of approximately 47,500 square feet of commercial facilities with 
an adjacent parking lot. Additionally, the Developer will be undertaking 
necessary onsite and public infrastructure improvements.   
 
The City has requested this analysis to determine the need for the requested 
assistance, based on the cost and operating pro forma information provided by 
the Developer.  The analysis that follows examines whether the proposed 
redevelopment scenario would reasonably be anticipated to be developed 
without adoption of the requested financial assistance.     
 
We have approached this determination based on the proposed plans regarding 
redevelopment costs, outcomes, financing sources, and timing to develop a 
measure of the Developer’s expected return when compared to the amount of 
risk.  If a development is owned and operated as an investment, a measure of 
return is calculated considering the time value of money and involves an 
assumed sale of the property at a price appropriate in the market place.  This 
analysis is termed the Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”).  The final determination 
is based on whether or not a potential IRR is reasonable without the requested 
subsidy, within the current marketplace and at the present time.   
 
The Developer (Foutch Brothers) has requested assistance in the following 
forms:   
 
-Chapter 353 Tax Abatement – Property tax abatement over a period of 15-
years.  The abatement request would be on a sliding scale as illustrated below:  
 
Table A 

Abatement Years:  1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 
Abatement % 100% 90% 80% 70% 50% 

 
The Net Present Value (NPV) of the requested total abatement assistance is 
approximately $1,308,463 based on a 5% interest rate.  
 
-Parkville Old Towne Community Improvement District (CID) 
Contribution – The Developer is seeking a contribution of $350,000 from the 
CID for capital expenses related to the construction of the new parking lot.   
 
-City Parking Lot Ground Lease Contribution – The Developer is seeking 
City participation via the City entering into a ground lease for the leasing of the 
parking lot site from Park University.  The proposed ground lease would be 99-
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years, with an annual payment of $22,041 for the first 25-years of the lease, 
followed by an annual lease payment of $1 for the remaining 75-year term of 
the lease.  The total amount of payments proposed to be made over the lifetime 
of the lease is $551,099.  The estimated NPV of the ground lease payments is 
$353,608 based on an interest rate of 3.75%.  
 
-Chapter 100 Sales Tax Exemption – The City and the Developer have agreed 
that the Developer will seek a sales tax exemption on construction materials 
through the use of Chapter 100.   This sales tax exemption is anticipated to 
result in an approximate project costs savings to the Developer of $200,000, 
which they would in turn contribute to the City in the form of a capital 
contribution.  It is anticipated that the City will use the proceeds from the capital 
contribution to reduce their out of pocket contribution to the Parking Lot 
Ground Lease payment described above. 
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2. Executive Summary  
Shown in the tables below are the calculated internal rates of return with and 
without the subsidy request, based on the project costs and operating revenues 
of the proposed project.  Determining if a project would occur without subsidy 
requires the testing of various assumptions which have a material effect on a 
project’s feasibility.  We have tested the sensitivity of the return without 
assistance by varying the cost and the revenue assumptions, each independently 
and then collectively.  The reason for testing sensitivity is to illustrate the 
magnitude with which project assumptions would have to change in order for 
the project to be considered feasible without assistance.  Table B, below, details 
the significant findings of the sensitivity analysis:  
 
Table B 
 

Without Assistance 
Sensitivity Analysis 

Change Necessary to 
be Feasible 

Rate of Return 
without 

Assistance 
Decreased Costs 23% Decrease 7.59% 
Increased Revenue 29% Increase 7.49% 
Combined Cost and 
Revenue Changes 

13% Decreased Costs 
13% Increase Rev 7.59% 

 
The table above indicates the magnitude at which project assumptions would 
have to change for the project to have a feasible rate of return without 
assistance.  Based on the Korpacz/Price Waterhouse Cooper Real Estate 
Investor Survey the current range of unleveraged market returns for a project of 
this nature is 6.00% to 12.00%, with an average of 8.34% which we used as our 
feasibility benchmark.  Absent the changes outlined above, the projects would 
not attract a return sufficient to exceed the industry’s threshold for investment 
and would not likely be completed through private enterprise alone. 
 
Table C, below, illustrates the Developer’s projected rates of return with and 
without assistance:  
 
Table C 
 

Pro Forma 
With 
Full Assistance 
Request 

Without 
Assistance 

Unleveraged 7.43% 3.91% 
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3. The Project  
The Developer is proposing the development of an approximately 47,500 square 
foot office building with an adjacent parking lot. The lot is an approximately 
2.64 acre property located on the south side of east Six Street and east of 
Highway Nine/ East Street. Construction of the development is projected to 
commence in the summer of 2018 and be completed early summer of 2019.   
 
The total cost of the project is detailed in Table D, below. 
 

    Table D 
 

Costs Category Total Cost  
% of Total 

 Project Costs 
Building Construction $4,899,010  51.4% 
Parking Lot Construction 350,000 3.7% 
Site Improvements 199,500 2.1% 
Furnishing, Fixtures, & Equipment 1,360,000 14.3% 
Permits, Fees & Overhead 700,851 7.4% 
Contingency 325,426 3.4% 
Soft Costs 1,692,948 17.8% 
Total $9,527,735  100.0% 

   
Acquisition There is no cost of land acquisition for this project. The land will be leased from 

Park University for ninety-nine years through a ground lease at a rate of 
approximately $22,041 per year.  
 

Hard Costs  We have taken the project cost information submitted by the Developer and 
grouped the following line-items together under the hard cost heading, which 
are outlined in Table E below.  

 
 Table E 

Total Hard Costs Total Cost  
% of Total 

 Project Costs 
Building Construction $4,899,010  51.42% 
Parking lot construction 350,000 3.67% 
Site Improvements 199,500 2.09% 
Furnishing, Fixtures, & Equipment 1,360,000 14.27% 
Permits & Fees 50,000 0.52% 
Overhead 650,851 6.83% 
Contingency 325,426 3.42% 
Total   $7,834,787  82.2% 
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 The Developer incurred costs categorized together under the hard cost heading 

total $7,834,787 which equates to approximately 82.2% of the total project cost.   
  
 The Developer is anticipating constructing a commercial office building of 

approximately 47,412 square feet. The Developer’s projected cost of 
constructing this building is $4,899,010 which equates to a per square foot cost 
of $103.33.  

 
To provide a comparison, we compared the cost estimates to the Marshall & 
Swift for estimated construction costs for a mixed retail with office units.  The 
Marshall & Swifts data provides a range of cost estimates for the construction of 
vertical building improvements.  The Marshall & Swift estimate range for this 
type of building ranges from $101.52 to $118.90 depending on construction 
type, with an average of $108.92.  The Developer’s estimate of $103.33 appears 
reasonable based on this comparison.     
 
Tenant Finishes and Furnishings, Fixtures, and Equipment (FF&E) comprise 
$1,360,000 and 14.3% of the total project cost. This cost equates to $28.68 per 
square foot. To provide a cost comparison, we compared these estimates to the 
2016/17 North America Fit-Out Cost Guide from US Commercial Real Estate 
Services. According to their research, office FF&E costs an average of $22.73 
per square foot in the Kansas City market. While the Developer’s costs are on 
the upper end of the estimate, they appear to be within reason when combined 
with below average costs for the vertical improvements.  
 
The remaining Hard Costs include expenses related to improvement of the site, 
the extension of public utilities and street improvements adjacent to the site.   
 
The total for all hard costs is $7,834,787 which represents approximately 82.2% 
of the total project cost.  Consequently, this is a segment where project costs 
savings could have a positive effect on the rate of return realized by the 
Developer, while higher than estimated costs would have the converse effect.  In 
the return analysis section of the report, we discuss the sensitivity of the rate of 
return to changes in the project costs and the effect on the return without 
assistance of a decrease in project costs.  
 

Soft Costs For purposes of this review, we have grouped the cost categories in Table F 
below as Soft Costs:  

  
                         Table F 

Total Soft Costs Total 
Cost  

% of Total 
 Project 
Costs 

Architect/Design/Engineering 748,479 7.86% 
Construction Interest 261,968 2.75% 
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Financing Fees 74,848 0.79% 
Survey 8,000 0.08% 
GP Legal 25,000 0.26% 
Appraisal 8,000 0.08% 
Construction Taxes & Accounting 30,000 0.31% 
Environmental 10,000 0.10% 
Title 25,000 0.26% 
Lease Up Reserve 50,000 0.52% 
Developer Fee 451,654 4.74% 
Total $1,692,948  17.8% 

 
 

The total amount of the costs categories grouped under the soft cost heading 
totals $1,692,948, which equates to approximately 17.8% of the total 
development costs. 
 
Reviewing the soft cost categories for largest percentage of the total project 
costs to smallest, the largest soft cost line-item is the Architect/ Design/ 
Engineering of $784,749.  The cost estimate equates to approximately 7.86% of 
the total project costs, which is a reasonable percentage for this project. 
 
The next largest soft cost line-item is the Development Fee of $451,654.  This 
cost estimate equates to approximately 4.74%, which is a reasonable basis for 
the Development fee.   
 
The third largest soft cost line-item is the Construction Interest at $261,968. 
This cost includes permanent loan fees and construction loan fees. This cost 
equates to 2.75% of the Developer’s total cost estimate. 
 
The remaining soft cost line-items greater than 0.5% of the total project cost are 
the Financing Fee estimate of $74,848 and Lease up Reserve of $50,000.  No 
basis for how these cost estimates were derived was provided.  However, these 
estimates equate to approximately 0.79% and 0.52% of the anticipated project 
amount respectively, which is a reasonable amount.     
 
The other remaining soft cost categories are all less than 1.0% of the total 
budget and, combined, equate to $230,848 or 2.42% of the total project cost. 
Broadly, these categories include surveying, legal, appraisals, and testing of the 
site.   
 
In the “Return Analysis” section of the report we discuss the sensitivity of the 
rate of return to changes in the project costs and the effect on the return of a 
decrease in project costs.   
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4. Assistance Request  
The Developer is requesting assistance from the following sources:  
 
-Chapter 353 Tax Abatement – Property tax abatement over a period of 15-
years.  The abatement request would be on a sliding scale as illustrated below in 
Table G:  
 
Table G 

Abatement Years:  1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 
Abatement %: 100% 90% 80% 70% 50% 
Average Debt 
Coverage Ratio:  1.20 1.20 1.21 1.21 1.18 

 
The amount of tax abatement assistance, and the sliding scale outlined above, 
was based on the Developer’s need to maintain a Debt Coverage Ratio (DCR) 
of approximately 1.20 in order to achieve project financing.  When lenders 
review a project for financing one of the metrics analyzed is the rate at which 
project revenues are anticipated to exceed debt-service on the permanent 
financing; this is referred to as the Debt Coverage Ratio.  A ratio of 1.20 is a 
typical standard necessary to achieve private financing and is an indication that 
for every dollar in debt-service the project has it is anticipated to generate 1.2 
dollars in revenue to repay the debt-service.  This coverage factor allows lenders 
to be confident in the project’s ability to repay its financing. 
 
Using the DCR metric of 1.20 as the level necessary for the Developer to 
achieve private financing we were able to structure the abatement on a sliding 
scale over a period of 15-years that allowed for the minimum amount of 
abatement necessary to achieve a 1.20 coverage ratio for the project.  Table G 
above illustrates the sliding abatement scale and the corresponding impact on 
the DCR.     
 
The Net Present Value (NPV) of the requested total abatement assistance is 
approximately $1,308,464 based on a 5% interest rate.  
 
The Developer has provided a post-development property tax estimate of 
$154,121.  This tax estimate equates to a post-development market value of 
approximately $5,464,903, which they have assumed will increase at 1.5% 
biennially.  The Developer has assumed a base level of taxes of approximately 
$5,000 will be paid annually as a result of the property becoming taxable.    
 
-Parkville Old Towne Community Improvement District (CID) 
Contribution – The Developer is seeking a contribution of $350,000 from the 
CID for capital expenses related to the construction of the new parking lot.   
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-City Parking Lot Ground Lease Contribution – The Developer is seeking 
City participation via the City entering into a ground lease for the leasing of the 
parking lot site from Park University.  The proposed ground lease would be 99-
years, with an annual payment of $22,041 for the first 25-years of the lease, 
followed by an annual lease payment of $1 for the remaining 75-year term of 
the lease.  The total amount of payments proposed to be made over the lifetime 
of the lease is $551,099.   
 
-Chapter 100 Sales Tax Exemption – The City and the Developer have agreed 
that the Developer will seek a sales tax exemption on construction materials 
through the use of Chapter 100.   This sales tax exemption is anticipated to 
result in an approximate project costs savings to the Developer of $200,000, 
which they would in turn contribute to the City in the form of a capital 
contribution.  It is anticipated that the City will use the proceeds from the capital 
contribution to reduce their out of pocket contribution to the Parking Lot 
Ground Lease payment described above.  
 
The Developer will be funding their portion of the Project costs through a mix 
of Developer equity and private debt, along with the contribution from the CID.  
The pro forma estimated an equity contribution of 20% of project costs, while 
the permanent debt portion is anticipated to equate to approximately 76% of 
total project costs.  The remainder will be funded by the CID contribution.  The 
Developer projected private financing terms of 5.6% interest over a term of 20 
years.  Table H provides the anticipated sources that will be utilized to fund the 
redevelopment project.   
 
Table H 

 
 
 
 
 

Sources:  
First Mortgage $7,272,188 
CID Funds $350,000 
Developer Private Debt  $1,905,547 

Total Sources $9,527,735 
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5. Return Analysis  
Utilizing the operating pro forma prepared by the Developer we evaluated the 
need for assistance for the proposed development by comparing the potential 
return with and without assistance.  The Developer provided a 15-year operating 
pro forma for the development based on a two-year build-out and lease up 
period, and operating revenue and expense assumptions.  Utilizing the 
information provided in the Developer’s operating pro forma we calculated an 
unleveraged internal rate of return (IRR) calculation based on 10-years of 
operation.  We utilized their submitted pro forma as our baseline to estimate the 
potential return with and without the requested forms of assistance.  The return 
realized by the Developer is a result of the assumptions used in the creation of 
the operating pro forma, therefore a number of steps must be performed to 
analyze the reasonableness of the assumptions used.  
 
Step One – Evaluate Project Costs: 
The first step in analyzing the return to the Developer is to determine if the costs 
presented are reasonable.  We have discussed a portion of the costs above and 
have commented on the mechanics whereby cost savings on the private side 
could occur.  If cost savings for the Developer’s share occur absent any other 
changes, the Developer would realize a greater return than projected.  In the 
following sensitivity analysis we examine the impact of cost savings on the 
projected rate of return without assistance.   
 
Step Two – Evaluate Operating Pro Forma Assumptions: 
The second step in calculating the return to the Developer is to determine if the 
operating revenues and expenses of the proposed development are reasonable.  
The Developer projected average lease rates for the office components that will 
be constructed.  
 

• The Developer has assumed a lease rate of $23.00 per square foot for 
the office with the lease rate adjusting 1.0% for inflation each year.   

• The Developer has assumed a 7.0% vacancy/unreimbursable expense 
allowance. 

 
We reviewed IRR Viewpoint Online market information for Kansas City, which 
identified a projected lease rate for Class A suburban office lease rates of $25.02 
with an average vacancy of 13%.  The net effective rate based on the 13% 
vacancy rate would equate to $21.77.  The Developer’s assumption of $23.00 
psf and a 7.0% vacancy assumption equates to a net effective rate of $21.39.  
Based on this review we feel the Developer’s assumption is reasonable.  The 
Developer’s lease rate assumption as identified in their pro forma also ties out to 
their current online marketing of the potential new office space.  
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Step Three – Evaluate Hypothetical Sale Assumptions: 
The third step in analyzing the return to the Developer is to determine if the 
assumptions for the hypothetical sale of the asset are reasonable.  The 
calculation of an internal rate of return requires the assumption of a hypothetical 
sale of the asset in the final year of the operating pro forma.  The inclusion of 
this hypothetical sale is used purely for purposes of evaluating the return on the 
Developer’s investment.  The determination of the potential market value of the 
project through a hypothetical sale is necessary as it allows for inclusion of the 
value of the asset into the rate of return calculation.  The calculation of an IRR 
without the hypothetical sale would result in an understated return, as the return 
would not take into account the value of the real estate asset.  The use of a 
hypothetical sale assumption is not indicative of the Developer’s intention to 
sell the development in the final year.    
 
The critical assumption when valuing the asset at the time of the hypothetical 
sale is the capitalization rate.  The available net operating income divided by the 
capitalization rate results in the assumed fair market value of the asset.  The 
Developer has used a capitalization rate of 8.00% for the project to calculate the 
hypothetical sale value.  The IRR Viewpoint Online market information 
identifies current cap rates for suburban Class A property of 8.00%, based on 
this we feel that the Developer’s assumption is reasonable.  
 
Springsted – Unleveraged Return Analysis: 
Table I below, shows the Springsted calculation for the potential unleveraged 
Internal Rate of Return realized by the Developer based on varying levels of 
assistance.   
  
 Table I 
 

Springsted 10-Year IRR Analysis Unleveraged 
IRR 

Without Assistance 3.91% 
With City Land Lease Contribution 4.42% 
With Land Lease & $350,000 CID Contribution 4.93% 

With Land Lease, CID Contribution, & Chpt 353 Abatement 6.39% 

 
Market Return Benchmark: 
The Developer’s return was modified to be measured on an unleveraged IRR 
calculation in order to compare the potential return to the Developer to a third-
party market source in the Korpacz/Price Waterhouse Cooper Real Estate 
Investor Survey prepared for the fourth quarter of 2017. The Korpacz/Price 
Waterhouse Survey provides a market comparison on which project feasibility 
can be judged.  
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To evaluate the rate of return a project of this nature would require to be 
considered “feasible” we consulted this survey as a resource to compare the 
Developer’s rate of return to a market benchmark to help determine feasibility.  
According to the developers surveyed, the typical unleveraged market return 
necessary to pursue a project of this nature falls in a range from 6.00% to 
12.00%; with an average return of 8.34%.   
 
Additionally, we consulted the IRR Viewpoint Online resource, which identified 
a target unleveraged rate of return of 8.5% for a suburban Class A office 
development.     
 
Sensitivity Analysis  
In order to answer the question “is the development likely to occur without 
public assistance” we analyzed the without incentive scenarios, using the 
Springsted Adjusted Unleveraged Return Analysis Pro Forma without 
assistance as the basis for the sensitivity analysis.  The sensitivity analysis is 
performed in order to understand the magnitude at which project costs would 
have to decrease, or conversely project revenues would have to increase, for the 
project to be considered feasible.  For this sensitivity analysis we use the 
Developer’s return with assistance of 6.39% as the benchmark for performing 
our sensitivity analysis.  We utilized the Developer’s estimate as it provided a 
lower feasibility threshold than the average return of 8.34% from the 
Korpacz/Price WaterHouse Cooper Real Estate Investor Survey, Fourth 
Quarter 2017. 
 
To understand the impact of the project cost assumptions, we performed a cost 
sensitivity analysis to determine the rate at which project costs would have to be 
reduced for the projected rate of return to be in excess of our feasibility 
benchmark without assistance.  Table J illustrates the development would need 
to realize a 22% reduction in project costs in order to be feasible without 
assistance.  Given a 22% reduction in costs the project would have a rate of 
return of 6.42%.   
 
Table J 
 

Project Costs 
Sensitivity 

Reduction 
in Project 

Costs 

Rate of Return 
without assistance 

21% 6.42% 
 
To understand the impact of increased revenues, we have performed a 
sensitivity analysis to determine the rate at which project lease revenues would 
have to increase for the projected rate of return to be in excess of our feasibility 
benchmark without assistance.  Table K illustrates the development would need 
to realize a 27% increase in project revenues for the project to be feasible 
without assistance.  Given a 27% increase in lease revenues, the project would 
have a rate of return of 6.47% which falls into the reasonable range.   
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Table K 
 

Project 
Revenue 
Sensitivity 

Increase 
in Project 
Revenue  

Rate of Return 
without 

assistance 
27% 6.47% 

 
As a final step in the sensitivity analysis, and to understand the impact of a 
combined change in project costs and project revenues, we have performed a 
sensitivity analysis to determine the rate at which these areas would have to 
change for the projected rate of return to be in excess of our feasibility 
benchmark without assistance.  Table L illustrates the development would need 
to realize a combined 12% decrease in project costs and a 12% increase in 
project revenues for the project to be feasible without assistance.  Given these 
changes in assumptions the project would have a rate of return of 6.50%. 
  
 Table L 
 

Combined 
Sensitivity Reduction in 

Project Costs 

Increased 
Project 

Revenues 

Rate of 
Return 
without 

assistance 
12% 12% 6.50% 

 
The three tables above (Tables J, K, and L) indicate the magnitude at which 
project assumptions would have to change for the project as a whole to have a 
rate of return in excess of the 6.39% feasibility benchmark used in the 
sensitivity analysis.  Absent changes of the magnitude outlined above, the 
project would not have a sufficient return to draw market investment.  Only by 
assuming either increases in project revenues, decreases in project costs, or a 
combination of the two does the return increase to a feasible level without 
public assistance.  However, we project changes of the magnitude outlined 
above are unlikely to be realized, which indicates the proposed project, when 
viewed as a whole, would not likely be completed through private enterprise 
alone. 
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6. “But For” Conclusion  
The Developer is proposing the construction of an approximately 47,500 square 
foot commercial office building.  In addition, the Developer will undertake 
onsite improvements necessary to develop the site.   
 
The Developer will bear all the risk until project completion and permanent 
financing is in place and continued operating risk thereafter.  This level of risk 
demands a positive return with a comparable national market range of 6.00% to 
12.00%, with an average of 8.34% as indicated in the Korpacz/Price 
Waterhouse Cooper study.   As detailed above, the projected IRR to the 
Developer without assistance falls outside of the low-end of the range expected 
within the marketplace and significantly below the average return used as our 
feasibility benchmark.  In comparison, the return with assistance is within the 
range, but slightly below the average return.  
 
Additionally, a project’s Debt Coverage Ratio can be utilized as a measure of 
project feasibility and the need for assistance.  Absent any assistance the 
proposed project has an average DCR of 0.95 over the first 15-years of the 
development.  This DCR indicates that the net operating income, after inclusion 
of the full property tax amount and land lease, would be insufficient to support 
payment on the private financing without assistance.      
 
Based on their assumptions for project cost and operating revenues, the 
development absent assistance is unlikely to be undertaken due to inadequate 
return and debt coverage.  Therefore, we conclude the proposed project would 
not occur on this site at this time without a public subsidy.   
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
 
TO: Joe Parente, Parkville City Administrator 
 
FROM: Tom Kaleko, Springsted Incorporated 
 Matt Stark, Springsted Incorporated 
 Angela Riffe, Springsted Incorporated 
  
DATE: April 12, 2018 
 
SUBJECT: Cost-Benefit Analysis of Six at Park Project 
 
 
Springsted was recently retained by the City of Parkville to examine the proposed development of the Six at Park 
redevelopment project and to estimate the relative costs and benefits related to economic development incentives 
that may be extended to the developer.  This memo provides a summary of our efforts and the findings derived from 
our analysis. 
 
Introduction 

The applicant has proposed to build a four-story office building at the corner of East Six Street and Highway 9/East 
Street.  The new development is anticipated to include approximately 47,500 square feet of office space.  
Development of parking areas adjacent to the new building is also envisioned, with costs to be reimbursed by the 
Parkville Old Town Community Improvement District (CID).  Construction of the new building is estimated to cost 
approximately $7.5 million. 
 
To make this development feasible, the developer is seeking assistance for the project in the form of a property tax 
abatement on the value of the new construction.  The property tax abatement would cover 100% of the project’s 
incremental property value increase for the first three years of the project, with the abatement amount decreasing in 
later years as follows: Years 1-3: 100%, Years 4-6: 90%, Years 7-9: 80%, Years 10-12: 70%, Years 13-15: 50%. 
Additionally, the developer is requesting a Chapter 100 sales tax exemption of all eligible construction materials. 
 
The Developer is also seeking additional City assistance via the City entering into a 99-year ground lease for the 
adjacent property on which the parking area would be constructed.  The City currently estimates the Net Present 
Value of the total payments on the ground lease as approximately $350,000.  In order to offset the cost to the City of 
the ground lease, the Developer has agreed to contribute to the City their approximately $200,000 in savings from 
the Chapter 100 sales tax exemption.  For the purposes of this analysis we are treating the ground lease as a one-
item expense to the City of $150,000, which is the approximate net cost of the ground lease to the City on a Net 
Present Value basis following the $200,000 Developer contribution.      

Springsted Incorporated 
9229 Ward Parkway,  Suite 104 
Kansas City, MO  64114-3311 
Tel:  816-333-7200 
Fax:  816-333-6899 
www.springsted.com 
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The Parkville Old Towne Market Community Improvement District (CID) is also being asked to contribute $350,000 
toward the cost of developing the parking area. 
 
Assumptions 
 
Our analysis and projections depend on a number of assumptions about the proposed development.  Assumptions 
about the proposed development include the following: 
 

• Redevelopment construction will occur in 2018. 
• The new building will be occupied starting in 2019.  For the purposes of modeling, we assume that 

operations for each phase begin on January 1 and calculate full-year impacts. 
• Costs for redeveloping the property will be approximately $7.5 million. 
• The development will add approximately $1.7 million in assessed value to the property. 
• Property values are projected to appreciate by 1.5% every other year. 
• We anticipate that the developer will pay approximately $5,000 in property taxes annually for the value of 

the land under the new construction. 
• Based on recent office space usage benchmarks, we estimate that the project will create an estimated 224 

full-time equivalent positions (FTEs). 
• Based on regional employment reports for the professional services sector, we estimate that the new 

positions will have an average annual wage of $53,600 in 2019.  Direct payroll is expected to be 
approximately $12.0 million in 2019. 

• Based on regional economic multipliers for the professional services sector, indirect economic effects will 
generate an additional 216 FTEs and additional payroll of $6.9 million by 2020.  We estimate that half of 
these indirect impacts will lie within Parkville. 

• We estimate that the new jobs (both direct and indirect) will bring 33 new households with 78 new residents 
to the City. 

• Based on average household spending patterns, we estimate that 30% of new workers’ gross salaries will 
be spent on taxable goods and services. 

• Based on figures from the City’s Downtown Master Plan, we estimate that consumer spending by new 
households will be 50% in Parkville, 70% in Platte County and 80% in Missouri.  Other spending is assumed 
to occur outside of the jurisdictions. 

 
Incentives 

The applicant is seeking assistance for the project in the form of a Chapter 353 property tax abatement on the value 
of the new construction.  The property tax abatement would cover 100% of the project’s incremental property value 
increase for the first three years with the abatement amount decreasing in later years as follows:  

• Years 1-3:  100% 
• Years 4-6:  90% 
• Years 7-9:  80% 
• Years 10-12:  70% 
• Years 13-15:  50% 

 
Additionally, the developer is requesting a Chapter 100 sales tax exemption of all eligible construction materials 
valued at approximately $200,000, with this amount contributed to the City to offset the City’s cost of the ground 
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lease on the property.  For the purpose of this analysis we have treated the ground lease cost to the City as a one-
time payment of $150,000, which is the net cost to the City following the $200,000 contribution from the Developer.    
 
The Parkville Old Towne Market Community Improvement District (CID) is being asked to contribute $350,000 toward 
the cost of developing the parking area.  Based on our discussions with the City, our baseline projections show the 
CID contribution as a City cost; however, we also include a scenario without the cost of the CID contribution. 
 

Per-capita Costs and Revenues 

We have reviewed the City’s most recent available financial statements and used this information to generate per-
capita and per-worker costs and revenues.  On the revenue side, we have excluded property and sales taxes in the 
overall calculation, because these sources are calculated separately based on specific project data.  Including them 
in the per-capita calculations would result in double-counting of these revenues.  Other revenue line items (permits, 
fines, intergovernmental transfers, etc.) were allocated between residential and commercial/industrial sources, from 
which we derived revenues per capita and per commercial/industrial employee. 
 
On the expenditures side, we looked at each line item for operating expenses and allocated each expense between 
residential and commercial/industrial uses.  Similarly, we allocated the City’s net capital investment between the two 
categories.  From these, we calculated total costs per capita and per worker. 
 
We multiply the total average calculations by a factor of 35%, to arrive at marginal costs and revenues.  This 
adjustment recognizes that the new development and inflow of new workers and residents may increase demand for 
municipal services, but is unlikely to require major investments in municipal infrastructure, administrative functions, 
and similar fixed costs.  In essence, our marginal tax calculation acknowledges that the property will demand 
services from police and fire personnel, building inspectors, and the like, but will not drive new demand to a degree 
sufficient to warrant the construction of new government buildings or the purchase of new vehicles, nor require 
significant expansions of the City’s back-office functions such as Administration, HR, IT, or Finance. 
 
Findings 

Our estimates indicate that the City should see modest positive economic impacts each year. For the purposes of 
this analysis we have included the results of two scenarios.  The first scenario includes the $350,000 contribution to 
the CID, while the second scenario does not include the contribution as a cost to the City.  Both scenarios indicate 
that the City should see modest positive economic impacts each year. 
 
The scenario that includes the CID contribution indicates that over the course of 25 years, total benefits accruing to 
the City come to approximately $3.25 million. Over the same time period, the City is projected to pay approximately 
$687,000 in incentives, and to incur an additional $2.0 million in costs for services.  Subtracting these costs, the net 
benefit to the City would be $605,000.  In present value terms, if we use a 4% discount rate for the City, the net 
economic impact over 25 years is positive, at approximately $157,000.  The discount rate is based on the City’s 
estimated cost of money, which is generally linked to the interest rate it would pay for long-term debt issuance. 
 
Focusing on the near- to medium-term, the net economic cost to the City over the first ten years of the project is 
estimated at approximately ($141,000), or ($211,000) in present value terms. 
  
Impacts for the other jurisdictions affected by the redevelopment project and related incentives vary widely.  Looking 
at the 10-year impacts, the State of Missouri is expected to see a considerable positive impact; Platte County sees 
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positive impacts as well, though to a much smaller degree. Other entities see smaller impacts, both positive and 
negative. 
 
Over the 25-year period, the outlook improves for every entity.  Six jurisdictions see cumulative net benefits in excess 
of $50,000.  The remaining entities see very modest impacts. Summaries of the 10-year and 25-year impacts are 
shown in the tables on the following page. 
 

Anticipated Impacts – 10 years (with CID contribution) 

Taxing Authority  Public Benefits:    Public Costs & 
Incentives:  

  Net Benefits 
(Costs):  

City of Parkville 1,125,857   1,266,768   (140,910) 
Platte County 539,077   411,829   127,248  
Senior Services 12,105   12,515   (410) 
Platte County Health Dept 28,221   29,542   (1,321) 
Tri-County Mental Health Services 40,422   37,305   3,117  
Develop. Disabilities Fund 57,789   64,478   (6,688) 
Blind Pension Fund 17,593   10,433   7,160  
Mid-Continent Library 98,437   91,107   7,330  
Park Hill School District 1,389,597   1,380,723   8,874  
Metro Community Colleges 85,331   74,714   10,616  
State of Missouri 14,792,407   6,232,056   8,560,351  

 
 

Anticipated Impacts – 25 years (with CID contribution) 

Taxing Authority  Public Benefits:    Public Costs & 
Incentives:  

  Net Benefits 
(Costs):  

City of Parkville 3,249,632   2,644,722   604,910  
Platte County 1,499,903   1,230,138   269,766  
Senior Services 35,004   25,478   9,526  
Platte County Health Dept 84,169   71,066   13,103  
Tri-County Mental Health Services 121,573   90,023   31,550  
Develop. Disabilities Fund 174,712   167,848   6,864  
Blind Pension Fund 54,369   24,411   29,958  
Mid-Continent Library 284,800   173,901   110,899  
Park Hill School District 3,972,666   2,811,580   1,161,086  
Metro Community Colleges 254,999   170,470   84,529  
State of Missouri 43,586,219   19,520,398   24,065,821  

 
 
The second scenario, without the $350,000 CID contribution, shows increased net benefits to the City of Parkville in 
both the short and long-term impacts.  In the first ten years of the project, it is estimated that the total benefits to the 
City will be approximately $209,000, or $139,000 in present value terms.  The long-term net benefits to the City are 
estimated at $955,000, or present value of $507,000. 
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Anticipated Impacts – (without CID contribution) 

City of Parkville  Public Benefits:    Public Costs & 
Incentives:  

  Net Benefits 
(Costs):  

Ten Year Impact 1,125,857   916,768   209,090  
Twenty-Five Year Impact 3,249,632   2,294,722   954,910  

 
A more detailed look at the cost-benefit projections is attached to the end of this memo.  The first section shows the 
contributions of each revenue and cost component to the City on an annual basis.  The second section shows 
summary information for impacts on each affected jurisdiction. 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 

Recognizing that our model depends on a wide variety of assumptions which are subject to change when 
development occurs, we look at the effects that changing these assumptions would have on our projected impacts. 
Specific changes that we examine include: 

• Increasing the number of new workers by 20% 
• Increasing worker salaries by 20% 
• Increasing property values by 20% 
• Increasing the marginal cost factor to 60% (baseline is 35%) 
• Converting part of the development from office to retail 

 
Below, we discuss the general implications of each of the above scenarios. 
 
Adding 20% More New Workers 

• Additional FTEs translate to marginal per-capita costs for services to workers, which is offset by modest 
additional spending. 

• Modest gains seen by City, County and State because of sales tax increases. 
• School District sees additional costs due to additional student generation. 

Adding 20% More Payroll 
• Additional payroll means more spending without the marginal per-capita impacts to each jurisdiction. 
• City, County and State see improved impacts due to sales tax collections. 

Increasing Property Values by 20% 
• No impact in short term due to property tax incentives. 
• Long-term impacts based on 50% property tax receipts in later years. 

Increasing Marginal Cost Factor to 60% 
• Significant increases to cost of services. 
• Most pronounced impacts with State and School District. 
• City and County also significantly affected. 

Converting Office Space to Retail 
• Assume that 6,000 square feet of office space is used for general retail. 
• Assume $180 per square foot of taxable sales annually, inflated 1% per year. 
• FTEs and total payroll reduced due to lower retail wages and worker density. 
• City and County see significant improvements due to sales taxes generated. 
• State sees negative net impact due to loss of income taxes. 
• Modest effects to other jurisdictions. 
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A summary of the 10-year impacts under the various scenarios is shown visually in the charts below.  The top chart 
shows jurisdictions with net impacts of more than approximately $50,000 positive or negative.  The bottom chart 
shows entities with smaller impacts.  State impacts are consistently positive on the order of millions of dollars; these 
are omitted from the charts due to issues of scale. 
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The following charts show a comparison of the 25-year impacts for the scenarios described above. 
 

 
If you have any questions about our assumptions or our analysis, please do not hesitate to contact us.  We hope this 
analysis provides the City with useful information for its decision making and we hope we may be of service again in 
the future.  
 



Cost-Benefit Analysis

City Benefits

Sales Taxes 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

Construction 53,695$          -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                  -$                  -$                 

New sales by firm -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                  -$                  -$                 

Employee/family retail 42,473$          43,110$          43,756$          44,413$          45,079$          45,755$          46,441$          47,138$          47,845$          48,563$          49,291$            50,030$            50,781$           

Total Sales Taxes: 53,695$          42,473$          43,110$          43,756$          44,413$          45,079$          45,755$          46,441$          47,138$          47,845$          48,563$          49,291$            50,030$            50,781$           

Property Taxes

Project land 379$               379$               379$               379$               379$               379$               379$               379$               379$               379$               379$                 379$                 379$                

Project buildings 10,834$          10,834$          11,010$          11,010$          11,188$          11,188$          11,370$          11,370$          11,554$          11,554$          11,740$            11,740$            11,930$           

M&M/Replacement taxes 461$               461$               469$               469$               476$               476$               484$               484$               492$               492$               500$                 500$                 508$                

New residences 816$               1,681$            2,598$            3,568$            4,593$            4,731$            4,873$            5,019$            5,170$            5,325$            5,485$              5,649$              5,819$             

Total Property Taxes: 12,491$          13,356$          14,456$          15,426$          16,638$          16,775$          17,106$          17,253$          17,595$          17,750$          18,104$            18,269$            18,636$           

Other Revenues

Revenue from new workers: 33,268$          34,266$          35,294$          36,353$          37,443$          38,567$          39,724$          40,915$          42,143$          43,407$          44,709$            46,051$            47,432$           

Revenue from new residents: 6,749$            6,951$            7,160$            7,374$            7,596$            7,823$            8,058$            8,300$            8,549$            8,805$            9,070$              9,342$              9,622$             

Total Other Revenues: -$                40,017$          41,217$          42,454$          43,727$          45,039$          46,390$          47,782$          49,215$          50,692$          52,213$          53,779$            55,392$            57,054$           

Total City Benefits 53,695$          94,980$          97,683$          100,666$        103,565$        106,755$        108,921$        111,330$        113,606$        116,132$        118,525$        121,175$         123,692$         126,471$         

Springsted Incorporated 1 City



Cost-Benefit Analysis

City Benefits

Sales Taxes

Construction

New sales by firm

Employee/family retail

Total Sales Taxes:

Property Taxes

Project land

Project buildings

M&M/Replacement taxes

New residences

Total Property Taxes:

Other Revenues

Revenue from new workers:

Revenue from new residents:

Total Other Revenues:

Total City Benefits

2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 Total

-$                  -$                   -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  53,695$               

-$                  -$                   -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                     

51,543$            52,316$             53,101$            53,897$           54,705$           55,526$           56,359$           57,204$           58,062$           58,933$           59,817$           60,715$           1,276,853$          

51,543$            52,316$             53,101$            53,897$           54,705$           55,526$           56,359$           57,204$           58,062$           58,933$           59,817$           60,715$           1,330,548$          

379$                 379$                   379$                 379$                 379$                 379$                 379$                 379$                 379$                 379$                 379$                 379$                 9,482$                 

11,930$            12,122$             12,122$            12,318$           12,318$           12,516$           12,516$           12,717$           12,717$           12,921$           12,921$           13,128$           297,566$             

508$                 516$                   516$                 525$                 525$                 533$                 533$                 542$                 542$                 550$                 550$                 559$                 12,673$               

5,993$              6,173$               6,358$              6,549$             6,746$             6,948$             7,156$             7,371$             7,592$             7,820$             8,055$             8,296$             140,388$             

18,811$            19,191$             19,376$            19,771$           19,967$           20,376$           20,584$           21,009$           21,230$           21,671$           21,905$           22,363$           460,109$             

48,855$            50,321$             51,830$            53,385$           54,987$           56,637$           58,336$           60,086$           61,888$           63,745$           65,657$           67,627$           1,212,926$          

9,911$              10,208$             10,514$            10,830$           11,154$           11,489$           11,834$           12,189$           12,554$           12,931$           13,319$           13,719$           246,049$             

58,766$            60,529$             62,345$            64,215$           66,141$           68,126$           70,169$           72,274$           74,443$           76,676$           78,976$           81,345$           1,458,975$          

129,119$         132,036$           134,821$         137,882$         140,814$         144,028$         147,113$         150,488$         153,735$         157,280$         160,699$         164,423$         3,249,632$         

Springsted Incorporated 2 City
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City Costs

Costs for Services 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

City costs from new workers: 37,545$          38,671$          39,831$          41,026$          42,257$          43,524$          44,830$          46,175$          47,560$          48,987$          50,457$            51,971$            53,530$           

City costs from new residents: 16,148$          16,632$          17,131$          17,645$          18,174$          18,720$          19,281$          19,860$          20,455$          21,069$          21,701$            22,352$            23,023$           

Total Costs for Services: -$                53,692$          55,303$          56,962$          58,671$          60,431$          62,244$          64,111$          66,035$          68,016$          70,056$          72,158$            74,323$            76,552$           

Development Incentives

Property tax exemption: -$                10,834$          10,834$          11,010$          9,909$            10,070$          10,070$          9,096$            9,096$            9,243$            8,088$            8,218$              8,218$              5,965$             

M&M taxes exempted: 461$               461$               469$               422$               429$               429$               387$               387$               394$               344$               350$                 350$                 254$                

Sales tax exemption: 48,814$          -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                  -$                  -$                 

CID contribution: 350,000$        -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                  -$                  -$                 

Ground lease payments: 150,000$        -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                  -$                  -$                 

Total Incentives: 548,814$        11,295$          11,295$          11,479$          10,331$          10,498$          10,498$          9,483$            9,483$            9,637$            8,432$            8,568$              8,568$              6,219$             

Total City Costs 548,814$        64,988$          66,598$          68,441$          69,002$          70,930$          72,742$          73,595$          75,518$          77,652$          78,488$          80,726$            82,891$            82,771$           

Net Costs and Benefits to City

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

Total City Benefits: 53,695$          94,980$          97,683$          100,666$        103,565$        106,755$        108,921$        111,330$        113,606$        116,132$        118,525$        121,175$          123,692$          126,471$         

Total City Costs: 548,814$        64,988$          66,598$          68,441$          69,002$          70,930$          72,742$          73,595$          75,518$          77,652$          78,488$          80,726$            82,891$            82,771$           

Net Benefits/(Costs): (495,119)$       29,992$          31,084$          32,225$          34,564$          35,826$          36,178$          37,735$          38,088$          38,479$          40,037$          40,448$            40,801$            43,700$           

-$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                  -$                  -$                 

Present Value of Net Benefits: (495,119)$      28,838$          28,739$          28,647$          29,545$          29,446$          28,592$          28,675$          27,830$          27,035$          27,047$          26,274$            25,484$            26,244$           

Cumulative PV of Net Benefits: (495,119)$       (466,281)$       (437,542)$       (408,895)$       (379,350)$       (349,904)$       (321,312)$       (292,637)$       (264,807)$       (237,772)$       (210,725)$       (184,451)$        (158,967)$        (132,723)$       

Total Abatements & Incentives: 548,814$        11,295$          11,295$          11,479$          10,331$          10,498$          10,498$          9,483$            9,483$            9,637$            8,432$            8,568$              8,568$              6,219$             

PV of Abatements & Incentives: 548,814$        10,860$          10,443$          10,204$          8,830$            8,628$            8,297$            7,206$            6,929$            6,770$            5,696$            5,565$              5,351$              3,734$             
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Cost-Benefit Analysis

City Costs

Costs for Services

City costs from new workers:

City costs from new residents:

Total Costs for Services:

Development Incentives

Property tax exemption:

M&M taxes exempted:

Sales tax exemption:

CID contribution:

Ground lease payments:

Total Incentives:

Total City Costs

Net Costs and Benefits to City

Total City Benefits:

Total City Costs:

Net Benefits/(Costs):

Present Value of Net Benefits:

Cumulative PV of Net Benefits:

Total Abatements & Incentives:

PV of Abatements & Incentives:

2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 Total

55,136$            56,790$             58,493$            60,248$           62,056$           63,917$           65,835$           67,810$           69,844$           71,939$           74,098$           76,320$           1,368,849$          

23,713$            24,425$             25,158$            25,912$           26,690$           27,490$           28,315$           29,165$           30,040$           30,941$           31,869$           32,825$           588,734$             

78,849$            81,214$             83,651$            86,160$           88,745$           91,408$           94,150$           96,974$           99,884$           102,880$         105,966$         109,145$         1,957,583$          

5,965$              6,061$               -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  132,675$             

254$                 258$                   -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  5,650$                 

-$                  -$                   -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  48,814$               

-$                  -$                   -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  350,000$             

-$                  -$                   -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  150,000$             

6,219$              6,319$               -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  687,139$             

85,068$           87,534$             83,651$           86,160$           88,745$           91,408$           94,150$           96,974$           99,884$           102,880$         105,966$         109,145$         2,644,722$         

2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 Total

129,119$         132,036$           134,821$         137,882$         140,814$         144,028$         147,113$         150,488$         153,735$         157,280$         160,699$         164,423$         3,249,632$          

85,068$            87,534$             83,651$            86,160$           88,745$           91,408$           94,150$           96,974$           99,884$           102,880$         105,966$         109,145$         2,644,722$          

44,051$            44,502$             51,170$            51,722$           52,069$           52,620$           52,963$           53,513$           53,852$           54,400$           54,732$           55,278$           604,910$             

-$                  -$                   -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  

25,438$           24,710$             27,320$           26,552$           25,702$           24,975$           24,171$           23,483$           22,722$           22,071$           21,352$           20,735$           156,508$             

(107,285)$        (82,575)$            (55,255)$          (28,703)$          (3,001)$            21,974$           46,145$           69,628$           92,350$           114,421$         135,773$         156,508$         

6,219$              6,319$               -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  687,139$             

3,591$              3,508$               -$                  -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 654,426$             
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Cost-Benefit Analysis

Benefits City of Parkville Platte County Senior Services
Platte County 

Health Dept

Tri-County 

Mental Health 

Services

Develop. 

Disabilities Fund

Blind Pension 

Fund

Mid-Continent 

Library

Park Hill School 

District

Metro 

Community 

Colleges

State of 

Missouri

Sales Taxes: 508,267$            403,980$            -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2,220,469$         

Property Taxes: 158,845$            16,652$              12,034$              19,229$              24,043$              31,263$              8,531$                 97,326$              1,198,634$         56,411$              -$                     

Income Taxes: -$                     -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8,687,136$         

Other Revenues: 458,745$            118,446$            71$                      8,992$                 16,379$              26,526$              9,063$                 1,111$                 190,963$            28,919$              3,884,802$         

Total Revenues: 1,125,857$         539,077$            12,105$              28,221$              40,422$              57,789$              17,593$              98,437$              1,389,597$         85,331$              14,792,407$       

Costs

Costs for Services: 615,522$            373,769$            4,687$                 17,034$              21,665$              44,142$              5,641$                 27,798$              517,518$            38,020$              6,094,563$         

Incentives: 651,245$            38,060$              7,828$                 12,508$              15,639$              20,336$              4,792$                 63,309$              863,205$            36,694$              137,492$            

Total Costs: 1,266,768$         411,829$            12,515$              29,542$              37,305$              64,478$              10,433$              91,107$              1,380,723$         74,714$              6,232,056$         

Net Cost/Benefit

Public Benefits: 1,125,857$         539,077$            12,105$              28,221$              40,422$              57,789$              17,593$              98,437$              1,389,597$         85,331$              14,792,407$       

Public Costs & Incentives: 1,266,768$         411,829$            12,515$              29,542$              37,305$              64,478$              10,433$              91,107$              1,380,723$         74,714$              6,232,056$         

Net Benefits (Costs): (140,910)$           127,248$            (410)$                  (1,321)$               3,117$                (6,688)$               7,160$                7,330$                8,874$                10,616$              8,560,351$         

Present Value of Public Benefits: 916,453$            440,889$            9,698$                22,631$              32,424$              46,365$              14,084$              78,899$              1,117,333$         68,445$              11,965,155$       

Present Value of Incentives: 632,677$            36,319$              6,404$                10,238$              12,800$              16,646$              3,920$                51,829$              706,760$            30,040$              137,492$            

Cost-Benefit Summary - 10-year analysis
Per-capita impacts calculated at 35% of total average revenues and costs.
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Cost-Benefit Analysis

Benefits City of Parkville Platte County Senior Services
Platte County 

Health Dept

Tri-County 

Mental Health 

Services

Develop. 

Disabilities Fund

Blind Pension 

Fund

Mid-Continent 

Library

Park Hill School 

District

Metro 

Community 

Colleges

State of 

Missouri

Sales Taxes: 1,330,548$         1,075,509$         -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 5,926,216$         

Property Taxes: 460,109$            47,694$              34,777$              55,572$              69,483$              90,349$              25,547$              281,267$            3,365,336$         163,025$            -$                     

Income Taxes: -$                     -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 25,304,934$       

Other Revenues: 1,458,975$         376,700$            227$                    28,597$              52,090$              84,363$              28,823$              3,533$                 607,330$            91,974$              12,355,069$       

Total Revenues: 3,249,632$         1,499,903$         35,004$              84,169$              121,573$            174,712$            54,369$              284,800$            3,972,666$         254,999$            43,586,219$       

Costs

Costs for Services: 1,957,583$         1,188,719$         14,907$              54,174$              68,903$              140,386$            17,939$              88,408$              1,645,892$         120,917$            19,382,906$       

Incentives: 687,139$            41,418$              10,571$              16,892$              21,120$              27,462$              6,472$                 85,493$              1,165,687$         49,553$              137,492$            

Total Costs: 2,644,722$         1,230,138$         25,478$              71,066$              90,023$              167,848$            24,411$              173,901$            2,811,580$         170,470$            19,520,398$       

Net Cost/Benefit

Public Benefits: 3,249,632$         1,499,903$         35,004$              84,169$              121,573$            174,712$            54,369$              284,800$            3,972,666$         254,999$            43,586,219$       

Public Costs & Incentives: 2,644,722$         1,230,138$         25,478$              71,066$              90,023$              167,848$            24,411$              173,901$            2,811,580$         170,470$            19,520,398$       

Net Benefits (Costs): 604,910$            269,766$            9,526$                13,103$              31,550$              6,864$                29,958$              110,899$            1,161,086$         84,529$              24,065,821$       

Present Value of Public Benefits: 1,963,120$         915,466$            17,699$              50,232$              72,426$              103,967$            32,171$              171,189$            2,396,383$         152,147$            26,154,252$       

Present Value of Incentives: 654,426$            38,352$              8,064$                12,892$              16,119$              20,961$              4,936$                 65,270$              890,070$            37,829$              137,492$            

Cost-Benefit Summary - 25-year analysis
Per-capita impacts calculated at 35% of total average revenues and costs.
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